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PRtEFACE

The list of compositions performed on organ recitals

through the years makes an interesting study in that we learn

that the tastes of today may differ considerably from those

of the past or those of the future. A composer who was popu-

lar enough ten or twenty years ago may find no place at all

on today's organ program; and by the same token the newcomer

of today may require just as much time to find there a place

of prominence. There is one giant, however, among the com-

posers for the king of instruments--Johann Sebastian Bach--

who seems to retain a prominent position regardless of what

other composers are represented.

For the tenth consecutive year The Diapason is
privileged to present to its readers~an analysis of the
make-up of the recital programs played by American org-
anists. A study of the lists published in the twelve
issues of 1951 has been made by H. J. W. Mac Cormack of
it. Hubert's, N. Y. The figures presented by Mr. Mac
Cormack disclose the trends in taste of recitalists and
offer an accurate picture of what those who attend organ
recitals are privileged to hear. The analysis is based
on a total of 11,161 program numbers.

"The 1951 list of most frequently performed compo-
sitions is headed by the three perennial favorites:
Bach's Toccata and Fugue in D minor, Franck's Chorale
in A minor and Bach's Fantasie and Fugue in G minor,"
writes Mr. Mac Cormack. "Bach's Fugue in E flat and
Chorale-Prelude on 'Vachet auf,' as well as the Franck
Chorale in B minor and the Reubke Fugue, continue to
grow in favor. The Widor Toccata maintains its popu-
larity, but Bach's Passacaglia and Fugue dropped sharply
below its level for the four previous years.

"The list of most favored writers showss Bach, Han-
del, Franck and Vierne maintaining the leadership which
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has been practically uncontested during the ten-year
period covered by these reports. endelssohn, normally
occupying seventh or eighth place, rose in 1951 to fifth
place, overshadowing by a wide margin Duprg, who appar-
ently attained his peak of popularity in 1950, as well
as Karg-Elert, who has been declining in favor, gradually
since 1945. Brahms rose slightly above his little vary-
ing level to assume eighth place.,, Reubke and Purvis con-
tinue to ascend in favor while Boellmann dropped sharply
in 1951 and Widor continues in steady decline. . . .

Ur. Mac Cormack's study for The Diapason has been car-

ried on very systematically; and his findings have a certain

validity in their reflection of taste in organ music on this

continent, for "the published programs constitute the largest

collection printed anywhere and include the collections both

of the most prominent concert organists and many others in

every part of the United States and Canada."2

From the analysis of each year's report it can be seen

that Bach is the most popular composer represented. During

the year 1951 Bach was represented by 2,519 performances out

of a total of 11,161 or a representation of 22.6 per cent.

No other one composer even approached this figure; but taken

as a group, French composers were represented 2,237 times or

by 20.1 per cent of the performances. American and Canadian

composers were favored by 2,032 performances for a percentage

of 18.2.3

1The Diaason, March-l, 1952, p. 1. This monthly maga-
zine, it might be pointed out, declares itself in its mast-
head to be "A publication devoted to the organ and the inter-
ests of organists; official journal of the American Guild of
Organists."

2lbid., March 1, 1950, p. 1. 3Ibid., March 1, 1952, p. 15.
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Another interesting feature of Mac Cormack's surveys

is the recording of the number of times any single composi-

tion has been performed if this number is as high as ten or

more. In 1948 there appeared for the first time in this

part of the survey a new composer named Alain, whose compo-

sition Litanies was played on fifteen programs. The work

appeared the next year, 1949, on eighteen programs, and

other works of his numbered twenty-four, making a total of

forty-two times that Alain's name found a place on the pro-

grams. The 19o list showed Litanies to be rising steadily

in popularity, for it was performed twenty-four times, and

this composition and others by Alain were entered forty-

seven times on programs for that year. Last year, 1951, was

the most popular to date for Litanies which was performed

thirty-nine times; the total number of performances of Alain's

works reached sixty-four.4

This particular composition, Litanies, has been recorded

by E. Power Biggs for a Columbia Album entitled French an

Music, an album which also contains other works by Widor,

Gigout, Boellmann, Dupre and Vierne.5 It has also been

recently recorded by Catharine Crozier in another collection

with the same title, French r Music, including works

40f. The Diapason, 1947-1951.

5 0olumbia Records, Album !V11-802 or MIL 4195 (LP).
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other than Alain's by Langlais, Dupre, Maleingreau, and Mes-

siaen.6

Thus it can be judged from these observations that inter-

est in Alain has been steadily increasing in this country.

Questions arise and demand answers. Who was he? What did he

compose other than Litanies? Is his music "extreme" and alto-

gether dissonant? How does his work compare with that of

other twentieth-century composers?

Unfortunately, biographical and critical materials are

meager. In a recent French Oldho's Who"7 the article on Alain

gives only a brief sketch of his life and lists titles of

only a few of his works. There is one statement of note,

however: "Jehan Alain has, above all, written twenty-four

pieces for the organ which place him in the top rank of con-

temporary masters of this instruments'8 The article makes

further reference to his position in the musical world in

these words: "Alain is one of the most representative fig-

ures of contemporary music."9

60f. The Oiapason, April 1, 1952, p. 22, the advertise-
ment of Kendall Recording Corporation of Rochester, N. Y.,
recording number KRC-LP 2553.

7"Alain, Jehan," Dictionnaire Biographique Frangais Con-
temporain, 1950, p. 15.

8Ibid.: Jehan Alain a surtout gcrit pour l'orgue vingt-
quatrec5Tces qui le placent au premier rang des maitres con-
temporains de cet instrument."

9Ibid.: "ilain est une des figures les plus rpr6senta-
tives f1lu musique contemporaine."
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Bernard Gavoty, French musician and writer, has produced

what is apparently the only biography of the young composer.

The book is entitled Jehan Alain, 1usicien nranais (1911-

194U), and although Gavoty's treatment as regards both style

and content is quite personal, and although what he gives us

is wore a tribute to a friendship than it is unbiased and

unprejudiced fact, this one account has had to be relied upon

rather heavily in the preparation of this study. The bio-

graphical data given by Gavoty leave unanswered no questions

concerning the general facts of Alain's life; however, cre

has had to be exercised in other directions, particularly

those of criticism and evaluation of the composer's works,

when Gavoty's enthusiasm and admiration get the better of

him.

One other book has contributed material of importance for

the present study. Norbert DufourcqltFrench musicologist

and organist, has treated the organ in France, its composers,

performers on this instrument, and compositions for it in a

work he calls La usiue d'Orgue Frangaise de Jehan Titelouze

a rehn Alain.

In these and other publications consulted, where the

original text is written in French, I have had to make the

10 For further reference to Norbert Dufourcq, see the
entry in Dictionnaire Biograhique Fran ais Contemporain
1950, p. 197,eje r
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translations used in the following pages. The-translations

are free rather than literal in order to sustain the con-

tinuity of the reading.

Of greater importance for our study than books of bio-

graphy or criticism is the composer's music itself. Of the

twenty-four works for organ attributed to Alain above, twenty-

two have achieved publication. Anyone who is interested may

examine the works and form his own judgments, for the music

is readily available. This study does not propose to analyze

every bar of every composition but rather to point out cer-

tain melodic, rhythmic, and harmonic traits that are peculiar

to this composer's style. It will also set forth facts con-

cerning Alain's registrations and other items of special in-

terest to organists. Upon such investigation an attempt will

be made to reach a critical evaluation of Alain as a composer

for the organ.
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CHAPER I

A SHORT BIOGRAPHY OF JEHAN ALUN

The life story of a young artist, whether he is a painter,

poet, musician or litte'rateur, never seems to be important

until he has won a measure of public acclaim in his particular

field of endeavor. If this interest is evoked during his

lifetime he may be hailed as a "genius. t  If recognition

comes only after his death, the art world wonders why it

failed so long to be aware of his talent.

And thus it was With Jehan 1 Alain, that during his life

he did not attain too much recognition from his confrres.

Before his untimely death the young French composer played

and probably heard played a number of his organ works; yet,

very few of them were published while he lived. hfter he

was killed in the early part of World War II, one firm, Al-

phonse Leduc, published almost all the remainder of his

organ manuscripts. It was then that Alain's fellow musicians,

having access to the compositions and recognizing their worth,

assigned him a place of honor among contemporary composers,

lE. Littri, Jean," Dictionnaire de la langue frangaise,
Ill, p. 178: "Etym. Lat. Tohannes; greo,IcarrAs; de l'hebreu,
Jochanan, qui signifie:* Jhovah est clement. D'assez bonne
heure, Jehan, Jehanne, magre*1 l'orthographe, s'est prononce
en monosyllabe."

1



In his biography of l in, Bernard Gavoty writes that

the young organist-composer was bornFebruary 3, 1911, at

ui-- , a suburb eleven miles west of ?aris

in th 'depar<tint of hrne-ut-isr. His father, lort

l<in (1U- ), Vs als < orgnist ?Q00isi)ndcomposer, haVIng
B.Ionh i *rk to e*

emog iswoks to eresof three pieces each, as ,xell a

an acdnte an also C.cherzo, -all "or the argan. HIs

ternai grandioaher, a Lme. 2riard, wcs a very :ooc planIst,

T :,upi1 of a ' pl$eV of ChoToci n. 7rur ivea th:

tolin nciful account of JehEn's birth:

'est qu'il 'tait ne contre un buffet 'oriue, le
3 fevrier 1911, son p 7re -lbert Pain $&nt titulaire
des ,0randes argues de at-e in, et c'est uil
avait Ite bptiSe, >e milnge de sw*icional et de cro-
.orne , ar m U 211 lrarie:1ne pr n page de Jahan T1itelouze. Iar contre,
sa rand-mere maternelle g<rdait la tradition 2 2 hopin.

"Aniste, organisQte? dira-t-il de lui-meme. Ni'un,
1d W'autre, U pen acrobaVteseulemet, t pene im-

provisateur. Une esep r2 charlatar inc're.

'Bernard Gavoty, Jha Talain,i Fr als, p. 31.

Of. Norbert Dufourcq, La jsique d'Orgue FrcnAis,
P. 210: . bert JaIn. . . auel llorgue dolt deux ser s de
pI 'ces, un andante et un s ch-rzo diune musifcalIt tras per-
sonnie.

4n Vf. Herbsrt esterby, The (omlete Gen Recitlist;
International Rpertoire Gduilde, p. . : A.lain. scherzo.

(T r*lir)--Interasting, soft stops.A

5G., voty, a. pit., pp. 62-33.

a ios tnBruyr, "L',App-l auz orts/Jetn .-- iIn,"0 La
Revue sIl , o. 198 (W~vrier-ArC, 194 ), p. 52.



His childhood, Gavoty remarks, was uneventful. No mir-

acle marked his first "balbutiements."

At the same time that he learned his A-B-C's at
his mother's knees, he also learned an alphabet of ten-
derness. As soon as the growth of his hands permitted
he began the study of the piano. Having certain talents,
an evident facility for music but not at all a prodigy,
Jehan was a lively child, vigorous, eager for the play
that he shred with his sister, Odile, and his little
neighbors.

At the age of eleven young lain began the study of the

organ with his father, and "rapidly he came to substitute for

his father in certain services. 8  Already he had begun to

compose little improvisations. "His maternal grandmother

was the first confidente of these sketches. Between her and

Jehan, there was a great affinity of tastes and sentimnts,

an intimate understanding.0 9

When he was sixteen years old Jehan interruptedd his

classic" studies at the college of saint-Jean-de-:ethune,

at Versailles, and entered a harmony class at the Paris Con-

servatory."40 There he was successively or simultaneously

stuJe't in classes in harmony (lC%-l f), ugue (19&0- ),

composition (1932-1936), and organ (1934-1939). In 1934,

Gavoty and Ilain became 4 caarades t et the Conservaetory where

7Gavoty,pp.. cit., p. 61: "Yul miracle. . . on linstalle
au piano: des dons certains, une 6vidente facility, de pro-
dige point. . .

Ibid., p. 32. 9TIbid., pp. 32-33.t

10Ibid., P. 332. II1bid., lp. 45, footnote 1.
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Alain had of course been studying, and the two of them "spent

three years together in the organ class under the kind and

profitable authority of Marcel Dupre'.12

Jehan's basic musical training was essentially
traditional, I have said, in passing, that his father
transmitted to him the principles of the organ, although
Marcel Dupr6 taught him his own integrated technique of
virtuoso organ playing and improvisation. Mr. Pierson,
who taught us both, directed him in the study of piano.
Then Jehan completed the usual cycle of courses in writ-
ing at the Conservatory. Pupil of Andr6' Bloch for har-
mony, of Georges Caussade for counterpoint and fugue,
of Paul Dukas and then of Roger Ducasse for composition,
he possessed an unexceptional 'metier' in contrast to
certain of his elders who, brilliant fellows at twenty
years of age, became entangled, when they were forty,
in the snares of amateurishness which extreme youth had
hidden and of which mature age revealed undeniable evi-
dence. All of Jehan's te1shers tried to direct hif
without constraining him.

It was only natural, says Gavoty, that the influences of these

masters should leave their traces on the pupil.14

1Gavoty, o. . cit_., p. 350

13Ibid.,pp. 72-73: "La formation musicale de Jehan. .que adarcel Dupre lui enseigna dans son int6gralite la tech-nique d'organiste virtuose et improvisateur. . . . Il pos-sedait un 'metier' irreprochable, au rebours de certaines deses aInes qui, brillants sujets a vingt ans, s'empetrnrent,
la quarantaine venue, dans les rets d'un amateurisme quel'extrbme jeunesse avait dissimul6 et dont P19ge mfr d'celait
irreparable evidence." The author, in a footnote on thispage, states that Alain "under the direction of these masters,won first prizes in harmony, counterpoint and fugue, and fin-
ally first prize in organ and improvisation."

1 4 Ibid., p. 73: "L'omniscience de lun, la eiaretg del'autre, Ia passion maltrisee de celui-ci, la largeur d'hori-zone de celui-lA, liuniverselle curiosity de dernier at sonesprit caustique laisserent autant de traces chez leur disci-ple."



This biographer states further that \lain admired greatly

the composera of the baroque period: "Bach, source de toute

harmonie, et les clas iques frangais du dix-septieme siecle,

dont ia fraicheur l'enchantait d5 "' Alain thought highly,

too, of Gabriel Faure as a composer. (It was Faur% who did

uuch toward reforming and odernirzing the curricula of the

Conservatory during his tenure of office ta director from

1905 to 1920.) However much Alain ay have revered the mas-

ters, he possessed an individuality of his own and "as early

as Opus 1 asserted a respectful but firm disdain for every

scholastic formula. as a student he abided by the teachings

of his professors And accepted their correction.,*l6

But in fear of rushing or forcing tein, t Gon-
raTory rotessors limited theselves to sugesting,

too happy to find such fertile soil. From the surround-
igs in which he had grown up, Johan inherited a pliancy
of pen which spared him blunders and delays. is school
work had that freedom, that prime grace of the born mu-
sician. is firet fuue wcas "en Mc, his improvis -
ttons without rnkirs; his first attempts had the
&ase which zcraits a nature from the very first to ex-

press itsefI iyjmusic as F3S1y as one looks at himself
In the mirror.

Urnpril 22, 193b, Alinm ;as married to adeleine hayan

i. tice chU no C01La Fert-sous-Jouarre. afterwards , even

though

dividing his time between his hom, several cclsses at
the conservatory, his duties as orgenist at the church
of caint-sicols of1 aison s -Lafitte, variU SuSica
duties in tari's, teaching, and composition, Jehn found

15Gavoty, T A ,p. 74

Ibid$1PIb7;#d.
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in addition time to read, to draw, to keep up an abundant
correspondence, to organize and give concerts, as well as
to be able to find time to spend with his friends. .
"A full life, ah? yes, above all, a full life?1 1 8

Of this marriage were born three children, Lise, Agnes, and

Denis-Jean-S ebast ien.

Jehan's beloved grandmother died in 1932, and his sister,

Odile, was killed in a mountain accident near Argentieres in

1936. To these two women the young composer owed much: his

grand-mere had been an inspiration because of her understand-

ing; his sister, whose musical talent displayed itself in "un

des plus purs organes de soprano. . . tres doux et de trans-

parent, come un sanglot de crystal,"1 9 sang the compositions

which he wrote especially for her voice.

Jehan Alain was primarily an organist, with virtuoso pos-

sibilities perhaps, if any significance may be attached to the

prizes he won; but at the same time he was becoming prolific

in composition for this instrument. However, he applied his

talent in other fields of composition as well. In the cata-

logue of his works one finds solos for piano, voice, and

violoncello; a string quintette; a work for bassoon and two

pianos; another for flute and piano; choral works in two,

three, or four voices; and one work for three wind instru-

ments. oome of these are still in manuscript, or at least

unpublished. There also remain unpublished three Masses, de-

scribed as a Gregorian wedding ass with accompaniment and

18Gavoty, 2k. cit., p. 45. 9Ibid., p. 29.



interludes by string quartette, a requiem ass, and a short

Mass for soprano, flute, viola and organ or string quartette.

Although the forms are not large or extended, they are varied.

At the age of tuenty-nine Alain had over 100 compositions in

his "inventaire.n 2C' Behind him a lengthy list of works;

ahead of him--

The outbreak of war in 1939 called Alain from a vacation

with his family at Argentifres in the French Alps of Haute-

Savoie. Placed on active duty, he was assigned to the Eighth

Cuirassier in the motorcycle division. Eight months later,

on June 20, 1940, he was killed by the enemy during a volun-

tary reconnaissance at Saumur. For his bravery he was awarded

posthumously the Croix de Guerre avec Palme. The citation,

Order No. 1,655, dated September 1, 1943, reads as follows:21

ALAIN, Jehan, Soldat au 80 Cuirassier

Agent de liaison motorcycliste d'une valeur morale
et d'une audace exceptionnelles. A rempli, au cours de
la Campagne de Belgique et lors de l'embarquement de
Dunkerque, des missions de liaison extr6mement pril-
leuses, a plusieurs reprises sous le feu d'armes auto-
matiques tirant a petite distance. Volontaire pour
aller reconnaltre un poste ennemi, est tomb6 mortelle-
ment bless, Sauxur, le 20 juin 1940, apres avoir
abattu, avec son fusil-mitrailleur, plusieurs fantas-
sins qui le sommaient de se rendre.

Le present Ordre comporte l'attribution de la
Croix de Guerre avec Palme.

2 0 Garty21Ird , p.Gavoy, j. cit.,V p.#71., 2 Ibid.) jjfi7.

7



Il-tL 4R II

THA ORGA tUOIRKSOF LAIN: SYLE AND C42uAING

In the orderly fshiou of his race Jehan lair kept a

detile- record of his compositions. In preparing a cstalogue

of these ;ork for publication n his book Gavoty rpys this

tribute to "lain:

Thanks to the little gray notebook whore Jtht kiept
current the detailed catalogue o 2his compositions, a
person can count up one by one the 127 diwisionc of his
work. M. sny will be astonishEd that le reached such a
high number in less thcan' fifteen vers of work. Peode
are not vaare of the scrupulous care that he took to
record his slightest invention; not a line of mnusc, sve
perhaps the very last ones, written on the battle-field,
th at Ooes not have its place in this catalogue that
Jehan called "mon inventaire." Original uorks, themes
to be developed, si ple notes and transcriptions are
there side by side. 1

Even though lain himself n tmibered each entry in his

"inventaire, 0 Gavoty did not follow this numbering in compil-

ing his catalogue, nor did he follow the order of lainls

entries. Certain pieces hiah, taken together fori a single

work, he broueht together under one opus number; others con-

sisting of only a few measures he disregarded altogether. He

also rearran-ed the items in the order of their date of com-

pesition. Thus, in the interest ofl clarity and for the greater

conveniece of the reader or of performers, the list has been

brought from 127 to ninety-three nurbers.2

Gavoty, 0-p. cit., pp. 70-71. 2Ibid., p!. 977.

8
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Gavoty explains further:

Several unpublished transcriptions made by Jehan
Alain do not appear in this catalogue. In addition toa number of these transcriptions (alegro from the Con-
certo in G ma jor by Handel, for two trumpets ard organ;
RTScitd e nazard from the Suite du Deuxieme ton of C16r-
ambaut*,for organ and flute, etc. special mention
must be made of the Pieces 22ur la guitare by Franjois

campion (ca. 1680-1748) transcribed from the tablature
into modern notation by Louis Baille, arranged for organ
by Jehan Alain and given its first performance by thecomposer at tge Salle Cavaille-coll, in Paris, on Decem-
ber 10, 1932,

The list of ALlain's works for the organ reproduced as

Appendix X is dragn from Gavoty's catalogue and shows both

published and unpublished compositions as Gavoty apparently

knew them. In 1938 Uphonse Leduc published a small volume

containing Le Jrdin Susendu (Op. 50), Variations sur un

theme de Cl'mient Janneguin (Op. 78), and Litanies (Op. 79),

the first of Alain's organ works to appear in print. In the

same year H. H urelle & Cie. followed with the Choral Dorien

and Choral Phrygien in the form of sheet music. Leduc col-

lected twenty-two of Alain's compositions for the organ in

1942 and issued them in three volumes (see Appendix B) under

the title L'Oeuvre d'Orgue de Jehan Alain. The three works

published in 1938 appear here in Volume II; the two works

copyrighted by Hsrelle, however, could not be included. All

three publications are still in print.

3Gavoty, aj. cit., p. 1-97f.
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Like Gavoty, side voici arrive devant l'oeuvre de Jehan

Alain."4 How shall the compositions be considered? There

are no works that are as long as an organ sonata or symphony;

as a matter of fact, the greater number of the pieces are

relatively short. Only the Suite or the Trois Danses if

performed in their entirety could be said to be "long," but

of these each part is complete in itself.

Perhaps the most logical method of treating the organ

works would be to follow Gavoty's catalogue and consider

them in chronological order. In Gavoty's biography and else-

where are to be found comments as to conditions which inspired

certain compositions; on some of the pages of the music it-

self is the composer's "program" or hint as to why the work

came to be written.

In freedom of form, in originality of writing, these
pieces are similar to certain pages by Tournemire,
Dupre or Messiaen. In the depth, the profundity and
refinement of sentiment, in the loftiness of thought
and the mysticism that one finds in them, they are to
be regarded as not far from the noblest poems of Grigny,
Franck and Tournemire. . . . They are quite different
from many because they do not resort to any system, to
any school: that is why Alain dominates his time. The
"form" matters little. He adapts himself to all forms;
he creates them plentifully. odes or tonalities do
not matter much. Under his pen the one like the other
engenders beauty.5

Gavoty seems to give further backing to these opinions of

Dufourcq by remarking:

This diversity Fnd this profusion which mark the musi-
cal work of Jehan are typically French. How they in-
cline us, from the outset, toward him who understood

4Gavoty, a. cit., p. 69. 5Dufourcq, o . cit., pp.242-243.
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how to handle the charming and dangerous qualities of
our race with an exquisite tact! No labored fantasy,
no constraint, an absolute freedom from disci line,
equal aptitudes for smiling and for dreaming.

According to Gavoty all of Alain's compositions can be

divided into three periods.7 The first period comprises all

those works for piano and organ written between 1929 and 1933:

that is, from Opus 1 to Opus 46. The compositions are "en-

chanting pages, escaped from a pen on a holiday.*

Besides, from this moment Jehan intentionally avoids
the classic moulds which, too often, enclose a poor
substance in a rigid and sumptuous apparel. For him
form is a pretext which must always be invented anew
and to which it is dangerous to grant a prime importance,
especially in little pieces. The essential point is
to express oneself in appropriate language. It is pre-
cisely concerning this point that he is always return-
ing and making an effort. Brought u from youth to have
reverence for counterpoint, Jo him as to others an
idol, he avoids the vertical and does not write a line
whose horizontal character does not stand out in pro-
file; few thumped out chords except some successions
of perfect triads, few characteristic and tedious har-
monies in the manner of Debussy, but a life of its ovn
jnd7 a perpetual animation of the parts provide the
heat agd, if one may so speak, the voltage of the lan-
guage.

In the Berceuse sur deux notes aj cornent, Op. 2

(III, 22),9 Alain "counted on the warmth of a harmony to em-

phasize an idea, to arouse a consciousness, an impression. 01

6Gavoty, aj. cit., p. 71. 7Ibid. p. 78.

8 lbid., p. 79.

9In the following pages, as here, the roman numeral re-
fers to volume ("tome"), the arabic to the page in the Leducpublication, L'Oeuvre d'Orgue de Jehan Alain.

1 Dufourcq, a. cit., p. 246.
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Written in 1929, this little piece of only twenty-four meas-

ures is the earliest of Alain's recorded compositions for

organ. The originality shown in this brief work would be

astonishing even for a much older person than a lad of eighteen.

The most striking idea" in the music is the dissonance of

the major second (Q-d ) hich sustains as a double pedal-

point throughout the entire twenty-four measures. These are

the "two notes" of the title which Odin Lin the ears7." These

notes are held in the right hand, which also takes a succession

of parallel thirds which move a half step up or down at a

steady half-note pace. These four parts are registered for

a soft string stop ("gambe douce") and taken together suggest

the rocking of a cradle. The left hand plays an angular mel-

ody which often shows a rhythm dividing the eight eighths of

a bar into three plus five (,J). This rhythmic pattern

recurs so frequently as to approximate a rhythmic ostinato.

The notation places the notes in the octave below the double

pedal-point, but Alain's indicated registration, "4,2 sans

8," makes it clear that it should sound in the two octaves

above. There is no pedal part; so, the entire composition

sounds above c" except at one point where the melody dips to

a' and holds for seven quarters. This curious pitch location

is one example of the young composer's interest in seeking

out new effects.

In the next year, 1930, when Alain was nineteen, he com-

posed the Ballade en node Phrygien, Op. 10 (III, 23), which,



w, fordng to U voty's cut iogy;, as written for either organ

or iAno. Tis short lor sko's the influence of ( recorian

cvt no only in that it iscst in the Phrygian mode now

trai>Oscd, ow nttrhYans'osd (twh hria odeon D 'Ccord-

in to 'ieT Arek usage), but lo in its rhythmi struc-

ture. thougb no meter is i cd, its t o voices progress

by a succession of even beats. The lower voice 'is written

alost dxclusivelyin pairs of eighths (very reminiscent of

the notation of the liturgical books, except for the absence

of groups of treee, n) Kin has indQiCatd That their per-

form'nce must be trs reuier." The upper part consists

of t o phraes (A, AM) which, however, have the full flavor

of ,ranch folk-song of earlier centuries. Thet la 5n gave

this Little ork a secular title, Bllade," ther than

sacred one, Pould seem to indicate that le did not feel the

in-luence exerted on him ws entirely that of church 'usio.

whilee not cast strictly 'ithin one meter, the melodic phrases

couid easily be barred in 4/4; not 3o the interludes, however.

Gavoty has refrred to KAlain's likin; iou only for Gregorian

ont ut alnio for rvediaeval si i genvrl. it possible

'at h this "3 elae" wias iked1, in Lain tsI und*1, ins sofe man-

ner to the mediae-val :ren ch ballde.

The next composition, Lamento, Op. 12 (ill, 17), is shorn

in Gavoty's catdloue to tefor piano; however, it is included

in the educ publication because it has the accoutrei' nts" of

a work for the organ. In this work, dated '1930, Alin had not
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yet shaken off the academic rules so recently learned. The

haunting melody could easily be associated in some manner with

the English horn solo in the "Largo" of Dvofk's SMphony o.

5, in 2 minor, "From the New World." It could be the general

mood of the opening measures, it could be the similarity in

placement of root, third, and fifth of the tonic triad on the

beats of the first measure, it could be the close similarity

in the rhythmic patterns of the two melodies, or it could be

the combinations of all three factors. Whatever it is, the

opening measures of Alain's Lamento are strangely reminiscent

of Dvorak's melody. From here on the resemblance ceases.

In Catholic France where the church is a part of daily

life, organists are constantly mindful of the services; to

them the liturgy and ritual become an unconscious part of

their thinking and feeling. Organists who are composers will

often write in the liturgical vein. So it was with Alain.

"As one goes on a pilgrimage, Tehan went frequently to Val-

loires to delight in nature and solitude.Rll Here in the Abbey

he enjoyed accompanying the evening office of Compline.12 it

was this setting of touching simplicity and reverence that

moved klain to reflection and the composition of the Postlude

pour. office de complies, Op. 21 (III, 30), "discret joyau

11cGavoty, i. cit., p. 66.

1 Dufourcq, 2k. cit., p. 244.
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d'inspiration liturgique."1 3 It is in such a framework that

one must consider

this astonishing Postlude, Lexpressing thg faith of
a soul in prayer, which borrows from plain chant its
richest melodies, those of the antiphon Miserere mihi
Domine, of the hymn Te lucis ante terminum, of the
antiphon Salva nos Domine vigilantes, and finally that
of the response In manus tuas. Each of them becomes
grafted for a mo ent on long-held notes, some suitable
for contemplation and others representing the peaceful
tolling of a bell announcing nightfall. Free themes to
free rhythms--they evoke a climat as much as they express
the aspiratjons of a being in the presence of the Holy
1aysteries .

. note by the composer on the performance of this piece is

signify cant. "The eighth-notes of the Gregorian hemes7

supply the motion of the piece. It is to tax one's ingenuity

that the eighths do not fall at the sate tire as the notes

in the left hand.15

other composition of 1932 is Variations sur Lucis

Creator, Op. 28 (Ill, 26). Instead of employing several Gre-

gorin melodies as in the Tostlude, Thin turns to the varia-

tion for 6 in treating the vesper hymn Lucis Creator.

13Gavoty, 2j. cit., p. 67.

14Dufourcq, o . cit., p. 244. The texts and music of the
plain chant may be found in the liber Usualis, p. 266 ff.,
and also In moternnotation in the Excerptu of the anuale
Pisse et Officiorui -xLibris olesnensibus, p. 92 ff. In
the 0an church the service of Compline is a part of the
Divine Office. Compline is the seventh and last of the Canon-
ical Hours, the last liturgical prayer o- the day, and is
said after nightfall.

154f. score, Jehn ain, Postlude, footnote 1.

1esterby, 2' c1., p. 74: "This is one of the oldest
of muSical forms, and variations on the old chorales and later
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The composer assigns the Gregorian chant to the pedals

in his first statement of the theme, but since he registers

this voice for "4t (Clairon)" it will sound now higher, now

lower than the soprano of the four-voiced manual accompani-

ment.17  The first of two variations on the chant follows in

3/4 time; a single line of eighth-notes for the left hand

begins four measures in advance of the theme and continues

without break throughout this entire variation. This part

Moves freely, within the wide range of a twelfth, sometimes

crossin, above the Gregorian melody which lies in the soprano

and Which enters in measure nine. Towards the end of the

variation "lain introduces brief imitations of the Gregorian

phrases in the pedal to be played with the right foot while

the left continues with the unthematic "bass" line which be-

gan in measure five. His love of the Baroque is evident here

as well as in the second variation which he labels "Ithema

fugatum." The subject is stated first in the soprano; then,

after four measures, the answer appears in the alto at the

fourth below; the subject reappears in the tenor at measure

nine. ,t measure twenty-four the theme is again stated by the

tenor in the pedal. Zeginning at measure thirty-three the

hymn tunes have aLays been popular. . . and though the per-
sistence of the sae key ifas in these variationg- makes for
monotony, the great freedom possible and technical brilliancy
in style compensate for this."

170f. Liber usualis, p. 256 or the Excerptm, p. 86.

Amw wm alawlamma
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plainsong melody appears in the pedals (16') in augmentation,

and is marked "en dehors" by lain, meaning tht it should be

registered so as to "stand out" and thus dominate the passage.

A three- measure phrase above a tonic pedal-point (taken by

the pedals in octaves) brines this little work to a close.

The Grave, Op. 32 (III, 25), another composition of 1932,

is oly ore p in length. In this work: ain appears to

have been experimenting with the development of a five-rma tisure

phrase. e states this thtme once and then begis a repeti-

tion at the second blow'but ficnihes it at thQ tlird below.

The pedals take ovr Athis tone (16' and 8') and sustain it for

SIX measures to support a third stateaent of the phrase, this

time it1h a contrapIunta 1ccOpniIent of one voIce. middle

section of twelve measures is homophonic, and one hears the

theme twice, once low, their a seventh higher, above widely-

spaced chords of four an five tones. olong thist, lain

reverts to Lonophony, in hich he develops one motive of his

theme for nine measures. The pd then state the opening

Lotive of the thle LiU l nto"and, after a rEest, state the

entire heie (;a tempo) rwitha thre-mesure extension. f ter

the fUini tone is struck, the manuals azfirm the close by

sounding ,,the f-U.Ll triad.

TherVa t _ionc chorales r acris solenui, p. 4O3, ere

never publiShed, aC01&dig to vy an Opp.arently haVe not

asyet bieen printed.
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Of this first group of works, between Opus 1 and Opus 46,

Gavoty remarks that "the harmonies are so in keeping that one

hardly thinks of noticing them; the development of the themes

is accomplished in a manner so supple that one does not pay

much attention to the form.A1 8

The second group, according to Gavoty's classification,

includes those compositions from Opus 46 to Opus 81, "One

can see a marked orientation toward works of purely interior

meaning," he says. Other than a few pieces written according

to textbook rules, e.g., Prelude et f for organ, Op. 58,

and some "divertissements" (Trois mouvements p2our flute et

Lano, etc.) Alain begins now to express "les mouvements de

son coeur.,2 0'

The Premier Prelude and the Deuxieme Prelude, Op. 46

(III, 1, 4) are the first pieces of Alain's second period,

that of his "self-expression." In publishing these pieces

Leduc did not retain the German phrases Alain had assigned

to them in his "inventaire." In the first Prelude interest

centers in two separate melodic phrases (one ascending, one

descending), which are presented alternately but never to-

gether. At measure nineteen the descending theme appears in

canon at the twelfth. The rhythm of the accompanimental

18Gavoty, a. cit., p. 79.

1 9 Ibid.

20Ibid., p. 80.
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figures reflects characteristic bits of the themes, and be-

ginning with eighth-note figures, goes over into sixteenth-

note figures; then tlain combines these two movements and

closes with a development of the sixteenth-note figures in

two voices at once, thus obtaining a most effective increase

in interest and movement.

The second Prelude is strikingly different from the first.

It is more improvisatory in nature and consists of long melodic

lines with an accompaniment in widely-spaced chords, which

change at irregular intervals. Alain writes more double pedal

in this composition than he has done in othet up to this point,

and in one place he even rites a three-note chord for the

feet. Returning to a kind of impressionism2l he uses deftly

a brush of tone on a canvas of sombre hue to paint a picture

of the mental rather than the physical being. There are no

bar lines in the piece. The close of the work is interesting;

the registration calls for gradual subtraction of stops, a

closing of the swell shades, and the last chord (the first

inversion of a triad) is followed by ties--with no double bar--

all suggesting-that the music must just fade out with no

2 10f. Leland A. Coon, modern French tIusic, p. 19: "In
musical impressionism structure, design and form are less
evident; in fact, form becomes a constant flux in which light
and color play a major part. These effects are obtained by
the generous use of the upper partials (overtones), unre-
solved dissonance for its own sake, unorthodox series of
chords, fluidity of rhythm and melody. Lines are shorter;
development is replaced by a mere becoming."
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perceptible stop. 2 inots which follows below t helast staff

expliins the meaning or the Pralude:

"They have worked a lone tine, without relaxation
and without hope. Their hands have become thick and
rouh. Then, little by little, they have entered into
the great rhytlz of Life. 2

The two Chorals, Dorien jon 917 and 4ryien 51n 27, Op.

47 (HLrelle publication), suggest the modes rather than adhere

to them strictly'. OI passing interest in the Choral Dorien is

eMPoyrnt o the guarter-no teas the basic unit of toveent

thouhout but grouped under difering time siuint<re su

as 9/4, 6/4, and 12/4, a procedure better suited to defining

the trying phrase-lenths. Both Chorals are marked to be

"very connected" in performance but the Donorien is "lent"

whereas the hrien is Osans lentaur." The latter piece

shows rgulr barring throughout in cormron time; its general

style is homophonic with chord changes in the 7iccorpaniient

of the melody ap a reularly and almost monotonously on

each beat of the measure.

letter d-t;d Noverber 21, 1964n (dresse lot sn,,

in writes

I have my head stuffed wit counterpoint. I work
scholastic iriproviWtion ethodically. I ar still in
the elementary Utage wr one is content to obey the
rules very strictly. hope soon to arrive at a moint
where all the aules of theje rre so fam ilir tt
personI feeling can ind its placeV. perhaps in the
-ore or less distant future I shall be able to improvise

Ltt Oeuvre dOrgu de eha nlalin, Vol. III, P. 5: "Ils
ont traTvaill ongtemps, sas reITche t sans espoir. eurs

sont devens eairsus et rugueuses. .lors, peu a peu,
ils ont str' le grand rthe de la vie.A
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a piece of countrpoint that normally one takes many
hours to write.m

Complete command of the "rules of the game" must have come

quickly to lain,for only two years later, in 1936, his Suite:

Introduction et Variations, Scherzo, et Choral, Op. 48 (1, 1),

won first prize in composition when submitted to the Jocifte

des nis de l'Orgue. This work is noticeably longer than any

of his previous compositions. Gavoty writes that the Suite

is a clever work, "by no means in its unity--it is the as-

sembling of pieces which vereg separate and, except for the

first two, without actual connection--but, on the contrary, in

the characteristic diversity of its three principal parts.o 24

The "Introduction" and the "Variations," which are connected,

4font jouer lces sonorites fines, qu'on peut entre-croiser

dans la douceur et qui donnent un tissu transparent et fluide

025dans les doigts, come un voile de soiet . Earlier Alain

had written pieces that were multimetric; this portion of the

Suite is also in various meters and, where a chosen meter re-

sults in extremely long measures (12/8, 12/4) the Leduc publi-

cation indicates the normal division into two equal parts by

dotted bar-lines, Near the close of the "Introduction," how-

ever, measures of 12/8 alternate with some of 6/8, and the

former show six quarter-notes to the bar. This change of

rhythmic structure within the same metric framework may be a

reflection of Alain's study of medieval music where a sudden

23Glavoty, aj cit., p. 133. 24Ibid., p. 80.

Ibid.
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shift from 6/8 to 3/4 (the eighth-note having the seme

length in both) or the simultaneous use of these two was of

fairly frequent occurrence. This same association of binary

and ternary rhythms occurs in one of the "Variations" where

for further rhythmic variety he also introduces the device of

two notes against three.

In order to dispel the regret which might have been felt

had the work concluded too soon, says Gavoty, "a lively scherzo,

the most vigorous, perhaps, of the orks of Jehan, follows the

'Variations.' One can find there, indisputably, the imprint,

the stamp of Paul Dukas, his style, his rhythm, his flash."26

The "Scherzo," beginning Andante and building to a great cli-

max, moves through such rhythms as 4/4, 5/4, 7/4, and agein

in 4/4, with a pedal ostinato in the last twenty-one measures.

For the concluding movement of the Suite, Alain, who had

not as yet come "'to handle the great powers of the instrument',

had the idea of using a choral conceived as an immense faade."27

"De grandes masses, des montees pesantes, brodes de
clameurs...Des ombres abruptes, de grands coups de
soleil...Et du vent, du vent..." Tout autre commen-
taire risquerait d'affadir l'accent vigoureux de cette
piece volontairement disparate. Poesie, mobility,
grandeg--ainsi pourrait-on synthetiser l'oeuvre en-
tiere.

Dain's personal expression or inner feeling is again well

stated in Le Jardin 8uspendu, Op. 50 (II, 6). Short in length

26 Gavoty, . cit., p. 80. 27 Ibid., p. 80.

28Ibid., pp. 80-81.



but telling when registered according to-the composer's direc-

tions, this work is beginning to find a place on American organ

programs. Gavoty has given a Frenchman's interpretation of its

creation in these words:

$ous les arceaux de Jrdin 3uspendu, dans l'ir-
reelle senteur de ses fleurs de rve, on respire le
parfum authentique d'une vie interieure profuse et se-
crete. Point de luxuriance, nul impressionnisme, une
staticit6 orientale, quasi bouddhique, de rares iri-
sations de soleil sur la neige d'un jardin d'altitude.
Jehan avait accepts que lVon comparat le "climate de
cette pifce a celui de la trs haute montagne. Il
l'avait congue Otoute dans des timbres fins et voil6s,
un peu extatique, mais un reve tres 6quilibre, une
pensee droite." Ainsi ce Jardin Supe "situ je
ne sais ou, mais totalement bloign de tout: c'est
I'id'ial perpetuellement poursuivi et fugitif de l'ar-
tiste, c'est le refuge inaccessible et inviolable,"
mlapparait come un instantan6 de nos fant8mes familiers,
saisis et immobilises a I'instant dc leur grace extreme
ainsi qu'on'l'observe dans les sculptures arientales.
Nous sommes loin des fusees de d.but. 2 9

Gavoty quotes the follo ing statements made in a letter, or

note, from Alain:

"I can truly say that my only dceliiht here is to look
at the countryside, the flowers, the shrubs. One can-
not believe to what degree that relaxes me and how much
I enjoy it. I would hate to become blind. . . . Nothing
is of more value to me than this solitary contemplation;
I recover there the state of mind :hich I have tried to
translate intS 0my Jardin Suspsndu, at least a similar
peace. .

The presence of many consecutive fifths in the writing,

together with a long section in free rhythm, gives a 'lavor of

the Orient to this "Hanging Garden." To judge by this and

the composition to follow Alain had begun to seek expression

in the exoticis of the Far Est.

trdaO'ky, p. cit., pp. 81-82. 3Ibid., .102.
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He composed to fantasis for organ. The Premiere Fan-

taisie, Up. 51 (I1, 7), he wrote in 1954 ohen he was still

intrigued by his studies ot I On t ra its Anlosopties.

tlail'as own program-note or this composition is a quatrain

frot tihe ubtiy'tt o' Ofiar Kjhay :

tlors au ciel lui Iee, je criai
tour dexan der coment la destin6e
Pe ut nous guider a travers les tenebres
1t le ciel dit: "Suis ton aveuale instinct."'"

Concerning4 lain's interest in the Orient Gavoty quotes Alin

himself as follows; , 'j'aime beaucoup les vieilles choses

3lCf . Edward Fitzgerald, riubiYt of uOnar Khayel , The
Astronomer-oet of Persia, complete edition shoWi 7vari antis
in the rive origTial printings, p. 185 f. Inasmuch as the
translation of the above quatrain does not appear in the mod-
er versions, it may be vise to show here the various print-
ings o it. The first version, appearing in 1859, numbered
the quatrain 2XIII and showed it to be as follows:

Then to the rolling Heav'n itself I cried,
Risking, 'hat Lamp had Destiny to guide

"Her little children. stunbling, in the Dark?"
nd--A blind Under standing!" Heav'n replied.

The 1868 version printed the same quatrain, now numbered XXiVII,
in this manner:

Then Of the Thee in Ue ho works behind
The Veil of Univese~j cried to find

A Lamp to uide me through the Darkness; and
omethinr then said--"%n Understanding blind."

The versions of 1872, 1679, and 1889, numbering the quatrain
JIJ, are identical and this translation is now the accepted
one:

Then of the Thee in Me who works behind
The Veil, I liftedupmy hands to find

.A lamp amid the Darkness; and I heard,
iAs from without--"The Ye Within Thee Blind!"
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m'er / ould h-vei served for th-entire piece except for

a t1rst s te"'fni of t Ufil st rht', Chich r' ulr

i-NOty o LXi t., pi. 84.

aid . 129 This letter d 'ted ;y 15, 193', co-
t inUrs,~ "e'voudrais U Cla signifit: tUis to'n prsseanti-

Letqitfatre versl-'s bhssfots elles, ne iherche
pas trop J3" pr : ' s a fCoi et ceuxde la

11tur4,Uadeire sr 1odIsser' 'urtout, js 0 ne voudr iS Jpc

'A 1 sntL s violent , i winter, e s cnieellit
v u e '":r 100Aeur, ve' (1 1 ou des b 1enlX)i dhIS'rs.nnest

" Iviem-et""nt p s 1'o r c 'acde.voir c easousslu plume dd U Or..."
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alternating measures of 2/4 and 3/4. He does this again after

presenting a second theme, but with the return of the first

them e at the close of the work compresses this idea into

straight 2/4. Phrase or figure patterns which straddle the

bar line are characteristic features of this composition.

AS to the name "Agni Vavishta" in the title, lain hit-

self supplies a footnote to the effect that some references

give *',igni Yavishta" as the proper spelling.34

Olimat, Op. 53 (111, 6), appears in the catalogue as a

work of 1934 although Duwourcq assivns it to lO.5 .Du'ourcq

remarks that, as is the case in this composition, the composer

appears sometimes to have abandoned his philosophical preoccu-

pation and created a vork that is natural, simple, fresh, and

sensitive. Here the two melodic voices In a soft but not in-

sistent undulation are sufficient to produce an atmosphere of

glow in light, and the harmonies imposed on those lines make

ther fade away as on the breath of a perfumed breeze. 3 6

The second movement of Suite aon2dirue, Op. 54, for piano

according to Gavoty's catalogue, was transcribed by the composer

for the organ; since mention is riot made that the organ work

3f. dward '. Hopkins, The Religions of India, p. 105 ff.
I have been unable to find 1Vavljhta* as spellTed in the title.
However, Hopkins states that in the Ri Veda, the earliest
literature of the Hindus, Igni and Soma are the ods of fire
and earth, respectively, in the Vedic religion. Vasishtha,
not Vavishta, he translates as "most shining.4

3 Dufourcq, pp. cat4., p. 245.

36Ibid.
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wa,2s r published 6 eprately, on 2y su<peat thtX oncdi,

p. 82 (I:, I), i the tr&nscription to which Gavoty refers.

(C mpoitAicn ai to be discussed blow.)

xOthro0 -U'h 0r90oitio 0 193' according to the date

at he end of thEt mi in the c LCapublication but 1934 in

Gavoty's catalogue is Petite tiece, op. 56 (111, 19) inC

inor. The little .pork opes ith a first theea (6/8 tie)

oomprisin two tewms phrases (-, P) Oah one o

which is a tri-d in close Pojtion nd in either iirst or sec-

ond inversion. Thic 7T1 period is retd actly, except

for 2 ch-e fro 1 ?#uu1 38 to "t73 on 8. T"he .' ,licional

then serves "or third statement , at the fourth belo, aind the

8111ti ne 8"' or an echo of this. T theSecond section o< the

picepresents a n-epv metlody (In 4/8) -accompanied by a f1 ,l Ing..

line of sixteenth-notes (t1/16) ,hich develops into an ostinato

ne0r the 7d o- th G section Th 3st eight assures ight

serve axt-book empl four-voiced stratto; the

there of the stretto is the meleMody of the second sector.

Loiri tued ain to a b-rocue form for the Prelude at

Szuz, 'p. 5 (II, 0). Although the first, vemnt Is called

a it comes near being in the 0toccata" style ith

its vxrin measures of 4/4, 5/4, and a d 11ib. rhytms. To

be interpreted "joyeuSm ant et sans hte it serves well as a

brief iht into fancy before the Fuue which follows. The

voices of the ugue enter in the order of bass, also, and

soprano. although it has a Long (eight measures in 2/6) and
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chromatic subject, the fugue is short. It is treated freely

as regards form and development (the exposition shows only

three entries, although later the texture shows at times as

many as five voices). &lain has specifically indicated the

registration, as he usually does, and suggests that it be

followed "autant que le permettra l'instruent."

The "best fragments" of Fantasmaorie, Op. 62, written

in 1935, were used, according to Alain himself, in the organ

work Litanies (to be discussed below) written two years later;

Fantasriagorieas such has not been published.

The Intermezzo, Op. 63 bis (II, 24), is shown in the cata-

logue to have been composed originally for two pianos and

bassoon (Op. 63). Gavoty assigns the date of its composition

as well as that of the organ transcription to the year 1935,

whereas the Leduc publication of the organ transcription shows

the date "May, 1933." The biographer further notes that the

original piece was dedicated to lain's sister and the trans-

cription "a mon cher maltre Marcel Dupr'." The published

version of the organ work, however, still retains the dedi-

cation "a ma chere petite soeur IvMrie-Odile."

This work is decidedly more difficult to perform than

compositions up to this point. Two striking features can be

seen in it: first, the rhythm ic pattern of two notes against

three; and second, the left hand is for the most part to be

read in the alto clef (on occasions this clef is used even
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for the right hand). Double pedalling, which has been em-

ployed in previous compositions, is required often in the

Intermezzo; in fact, the melody, probably played by the bas-

soon in the original, is introduced in the pedal, to be played

along with the true "bass" of the composition. There are num-

erous long pedal-points in this work, and that with which the

piece begins lasts for thirty-five measures. This note

(B-flat) is supposed to be played with 16' tone while the mel-

ody in a higher pedal range must sound on 4' tone. This may

be accomplished by means of a mechanical device found on some

French organs. As Alain's own performing ability increased

in virtuosity, his organ compositions seemed to increase in

difficulty.

"Je ne m'etonne plus qu'Olivier,37 de Rabat ou il est en

ce moment, m'ecrive qu'il extend les nrabes chanter des phrases

entieres de ma Deuxieme fantaisie jp. 73, (II, 11)7 pour

orgue.,38 Again one can observe the individualism that by

37Olivier talain, a brother of Jehan's; also a musician,

sGavoty, g2. cit., p. 84: The biographer recalls a corn-
ment by lain after having heard the "first performances" of
the Danses a Agni and the Suite monodique--"'Ce nest pas pos-
sible,j eTt Jenan, j'ai sang de lama ou de bonze dans
les veines. Il faudra que je demande a papa?' conclut-il d'un
rire de gorge, avec, sans ses yeux sombres, un eclair asiatique."
In a footnote to this remark Gavoty writes: "W'en deduisons nashativement que l'oeuvre d'Alain s'explique, dans son ensemble
par cet attrait oriental. L'exotisme n'y joue d'autre rble
que celui d'un penchant intermittent. En prenant le recul
necessaire, on arrive a- la cOnclusion que peu d'oeuvres sont,essentiAllemuent, aussi frangises.
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this time has become associated with xlain's composition. The

harmonies are still bizarre at times; th'e moods chane ith

sudden swiftness; no preparation marks the shift in tempo from

a "lent" to a "presto sub."; cnd the time signature changes

often (as, for example, 6/8, 2/4, 3/4, 9/8, 3/8, 5/4). Here,

the seeking for expression by twentieth-century standards

overrides convention and sets up its ownmeans. Technically,

the Fantasy is not for the average performer.

lmost in rebellion, it seems, at the extremes of tempo,

brilliance of registration, and ever-changing harmonies in the

FantaM y lain dips by centuries into the historical past of

his own country to utilize "the tonalities of the Renaissance39

in the Variations sur un thide t lement Jannequin, Op. 78

( II, I) .

It is in connection ith these Variations that Gavoty

alludes 'gain to the respect AlPin maintained for the old

muio."

Trois prices pour orgue, editees en 1939, des-
sinernt d'originales variantes sur des themes voisins.
,e gout dont Jehan tetioignait de tout teraps pour la

musique ancienne s'ex'rira ingenieusement dans des
Variations sur un theme de ClMent Jannequin, dont lex-
osition ar ohaii uee, TTimpl ptIe, 7e lJisseg~ue deviner

la2 perverses insensibles subtilit's oui assaisonnent
la progression. Il fallait un instinct d'eicat pour
respecter enle rejeunissant le caractere placide de
ce theme ingenu. A notre caiarade Pierre Segond in the
footnote to this statement Gavoty says that segond is
"aujourd'hui organiste du grand-orgue de la cathedrale
de Genve7_, d'dicataire de cette oeuvre, Jehan confiait
son ambition et son espoir: "Il doit etre possible a un
musicien de vingtieme siecle de conserver 1ame de cette

3 Dufourcq, _o. cit., p. 243.



musique ancienne. Peu importe le language. Si mon
oeuvre est riussie, elle doit noir le mame unit qu'une
oeuvre uniquement mienne.

lain, aakes reference to a great predecessor in his note

at the beginning of the composition describing how he would

like to have the composition performed. He writes: "This

piece ought to be played as are the Prsludes of which Cou-

perin spoke. . . with freshness and tenderness."41 The move-

ment in Which the theme is set forth is marked "affettuoso."

Jannequin's melody is stated quite simply in the soprano, and

accompanied by two contrapuntal voices of which the alto is

similar in style, but the bass merely a progression of half-

notes. The first variation, "Fugato, piu vivo," shows the

melody in ornamented form and the phrases separated by inter-

ludes in a different vein, A rather long transition to the

third variation continues to use these two new ideas. The

last variation,marked "Grave-," shows all the types of treat-

ment previously used in a curious juxtaposition not usually

found in this form.

Alain is perhaps best known by his composition Litanies,

Op. 79 (II, 31). Gavoty's account of the work, because he

had discussed its interpretation with the composer himself,

should be as authentic as it is interesting.

It happens sometimes, in Jehan's music, that the
realization is in proportion to the size of the project,
as "flashing" as it is. This is the case with Litanies,
conceived in the mountains, written on trips by train

40Gavoty, j. cit., p. 81. 410f. the score.



from Saint-Germain to Paris, or rather flung on paper
without his taking the trouble to write out repetitions
of certain fragments. Today the work is celebrated
throughout the entire orld, with just cause, for it
is counted among the most highly original that have
been written for the organ. I never read again these
six burning pages nor their suggestive epigraph--"When
the Christian soul can no longer find new words in its
distress to implore the mercy of God, it repeats without
ceasing the same invocation with a vehement faith. Rea-
son reaches its limit. Faith alone continues in its
ascent."--without recovering his emotion and mine that
day when, in my presence, Jehan deciphered the barely
dry score, singing, whistling the passages that his
fingers, insufficiently accustomed to the traps that he
had just set for them, refused to execute. His voice
still resounds in my ears; I hear him explaining to me
the marvellous mystic vision that he had just translated
into music: "It is necessary, when you play this, to give
the impression of a passionate incantation. The prayer--
it is not a complaint--is an irresistible gust of wind
which levels everything in its passing. It is like an
obsession; one must fill the ears of men--and of God!
If, at the end, you do not feel done for, it is because
you have neither understood nor played as I wish. Hold
yourself within the limits of speed and clearness. So
much the worse, however, for the sixths of the left hand
at the end. In strict tempo, they are unplayable. But
rubato is not made for idiots, and it would be better,
frankly, to botch it up a little than to take an easy
tempo that vould disfigure my Litanies." And as I risked
saying that an indication more specificwould not be
superfluous, Jehan said to me, "That's true," and, taking
a pencil, he wrote 06clatant et bref" above the first
measure. Thus, the character of the work was defined for
the interpreter: sparkling, fast, and almost out of breath
in its conclusion. 2

In commenting upon Alain's use of free themes in free

rhythms to translate into music the aspirations of ivan in the

presence of the Saints jysteres,43 Dufourcq writes:

4 2 Gavoty, a. cit., pp. 82-83. In a footnote to this
passage Gavoty states that the indication "eclatant et bref"on the copy that he has from the composer's own hand, is notreproduced in the published work.

43ufourcq, a. cit., p. 244.

.... .... ..



In Litanies. . . the thought is developed Qnd mounts up
just s in the Jardin uspendu which precedes it.
Litanies, on the other hand, utters a cry of despair; a
viVd pTece of music in which the breathless rhythm which
obeys no constraint, constitutes one of the elements of
the work. The other, a brief motive, does not cease to
repeat the distress of the soul to "implore the mercy of
God.* A supplication which repeats the same invocation
without ceasing and which grips us, draws us along in its
glorious ascent. One can recognize there the faith, the
exaltation of the Christian who, confronted with grief,
does not knu what else to do than utter distractedly the
same words.

What may possibly be an "ancient plainsong theme"45 is

repeated again and again as are the invocations and supplica-

tions of a litany. This theme appears on different degrees of

the scale, first in one hand and then in the other, or in the

pedal; its harmonic background has a "nervous" rhythm which

contributes to the mounting tension. Periodically, groups of

repeated chords in a contrasting rhythmical pattern interrupt

the thematic phraseology. The work gradually builds up to an

intense climax that leaves the performer as well as the lis-

tener almost "out of breath" at the conclusion of the work.

The third group into which Alai's compositions can be

divided, according to Gavoty, begins with the Trois Danses,

44Dufourcq, p. cit., p. 244. Cf. also Egon aellesz,
"Byzantine Music, Proceedings of the Mtusical Association,
1932-33, p. 11: "The European creates a work of art with a
view to one single, short, intensely passionate moment of
aesthetic appreciation; the Oriental repeats the representa-
tion, or provides it with almost unnoticeable variations, so
that the appreciation of it becomes a form of meditation,"

45
45Paul Affelder, in a review of the Columbia recording

of Litanies in The Dia2ason, May l, 1949, p. 26. Affelder
offers no proof that themelody used in Litanies is actually
an "ancient plainsong theme." An effort was made to identify
this theme, but met with no success.
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Op. 81 (I, 14). Yet Gavoty himself questions whether this

was really a third "maniere," for, as he says, "the transition

from one work to another is so harmonious that one hesitates

to assert that it is.* 4 6

It would be more correct to say that a progressive con-
centration of thought and of means takes place as the
opus numbers get higher. If one considers as so many
prophetic figures the grandiose obstinacy of Litanies,
the Orientalism of the Danses a Agi, the savage rhythm
of a curious piano piece, Tarass-Boulba, Op. 72, the
sacerdotalism of the suite monodique, then the central
medallion of the TroisTDanses, Op. 81, is neither sur-
prising nor offensive4 7

Dufourcq speaks of the Trois Danses as "conceived for orches-

tra" and "transcribed for organ by the composer."48 Gavoty

relates a different history:

It does not seem to me, up to the present, that
this work has been given the hearing it deserves. The
future will tell whether I am mistaken in seeing in it
a chef-d 'oeuvre of music--I purposely omit the adjective"contemporary." Chef-d'oeuvre of art and of thought,
reflection almost sublime of a nature friemisante, thut
only the mirror of the dance, of sound -and of decor can
reflect. This union, necessary in my opinion, has not
yet been realized. The Trois Danses, sketched for the
piano, written and registered for the organ by the com-
poser, transcribed for two pianos in masterful fashion
by Olivier Alain, awaited their orchestral version.
This last had been begun by Jehan during the summer of1938 and taken up again in the course of the first eight
months of the war. The manuscript was lost in the Bel-gian campaign. A reverent reconstruction was demanded--
by no means impossible to one who, drawing his inspira-
tion from the organ version, would know how to restore
to the work the indispensable orchestral coloring. /Inafootnote to this statement Gavoty says that the taskof arranging the work for orchestra was given to a young

46G avoty, .. cit., p. 84. 47'Ibid., pp. 84-85.

48ufourq, pj. cit., p. 245.



composer of great talent, Raymond Gallois-Yontbrun. In
orchestral form, the work is in the repertoire of the
Societe des Concerts du Conservatoire. Thus prepared
the Trois Danses are taking their appointed place not
only in concert,,but also on the stage of the Th6atre
national de l'Opera. For they are made to be danced:
such v;s the wish of the composer, I venture to say
here.

The Danses, titled "Joies,* Deuils," and "Luttes," are

called by Dufourcq a "triple hymn to joy and to sorrow, strife

between tPo concepts that will finally be governed by a third

idea generated from the second, that of hope; because from

death springs life,"5 0

Dufourcq comments upon the organ version as follows:

Everything is bathed in an atmosphere in which rhythm is
king, for "there is no contradiction between the dance
and sorrow."* This broad and powerful rhythm gives to
these dances a character of virility, a drive which
unites the entire work in one huge petition. several
motifs appear here: the voice of the Creator which, un-
der the form of calling or summoning, is expressed with
majesty; the theme of joy which bounds ith a liveli-
ness tinged with anxiety and whichh , in a vehement caval-
cade, superposes itself on the preceding; finally, the
motif of sorrow which progresses with slowness and
heaviness, vague de fond which grows little by little
out of all the outbursts and all the despairs of men.
AIgreat conception, which here and there passes beyond
the framework of the organ but which henceforth has its
pointed place in the temple by th side of the crea-tiors of a ranck or a Tournemire. In ilain originality
of thought and steadfastness of faith were on an equality:
it was in ristian resignation that he found his ap-

Gavoty, o 2. cit., p. 85.

0Dufourq, o .2, p. 245

I1-bid., p.245-246.



Gavoty, thinking in terms perhaps of the orchestral ver-

sion, believes it is a knd of coincidence that this last large

work could be interpreted rs a su.iary of Alain's inmost life.

These three selections, he says,

SoDV / rlain'j intention of painting so ruch spiritual
scenery and his refusal to brush up, like so many compo-
sAr5 for th ballet, the traditional and soon-fading
decor. Loreover, :bandoning the usual artifices to
these manufacturers of the dance who see only in the
variety of rhythms a pretext to entrees of vedettes,
the composer uses a serious--though not severe--language
from the very beginning of the x irst measures.52

In "Joies" this language takes the form of chordal groups in

a variety of rhythms with time signatures such as 6/4, 18/8,

12/8, 1/a, 9/8, and even 4/4. In'IDeuils the form is to

be found more in the use of sequential patterns, either in

single notes or in chords. Time signatures again change

frequently; one finds in quick succession 3/4, 10/8, 9/8,

6/8, 4/4, 6/4, 7/8, and also some unbarred writing. In

"Luttest the idea of agitation is created frox blocks of

chords in a parade of rhythms such as 8/4, 18/8, 3/8, 6/4,

9/8, or 3/2. Rhythmic and harmonic sequences are used in

generous portions.

There remain two observations which might be made ,about

this work, concerning which Alain has left us so much in doubt.

In the first place, it may have been conceived for orchestra.

This being true, the organ would be inadequate as an instru-

ment for reproducing the rich coloring possible in that medium.

Gavoty, o9. it., p. 86.
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In the second place, if one considers an adequate performance

of th( vork to be within the capabilltles of te orgi, Trois

D-arvses would surely be more suitable for performance in the

concert hall thar would some of 01lain compositions based on

liturcgical chant, if so trtnsplited.

Folloil +this work in large for are r two shorter com-

positions. Jon11e, Or, < (III 21), or annuals lone , is
only rn page in length. It is more an improvisato thian it

s i1dul wo dWrked out f ormi, and interest ataces al

to its floe herton ic rorercions.

he ria, Op. 3 (I, .0), ALin conceived on the return

voyage aftar a sojourn i Corsica in

Ir a ekbTh-, th an cin of which does not exclude
e IdoJ, a y oung, she:he d meitates in the sornir& sun-iht t The co mposer I tt Sole authority who speaks to

you. Tne thexe hs ftlat undulating sandpoetic line of> ch he hea the scret. after a more anL'ed central
Iot1l wich ,Anounces the middle of the day hen Every-one rests fro his vork, th first idea reappears. tuhe close 0 0the afternoon the she herd takes his three-oled. flute again, ore caLly; and in te quIet O eve-ning he watches the iLihts ol a beautiful day flickerout one by one TSR delIcate and subtle caon sheds the
notes of is double melody before dyiln away.54

'f one adheres as closely as possible to lain's many indice-

tions for registration in this comosition, it Till seem to

follow the program just suggested and May then find a favored

place In the repertoire o the organ.

"Du:fourc sa. cit., P. 245. .lbid



CHAPT R III

TUL ORGAN OR>K 0F LIN: TChICAL NALYIS

When we come to examine lain's musical language tve

must approach it without already having formed a prejudice

against it merely because it is "modern" music. To creative

artist will imitate a work of the -ast for the sheer pleasure

of reflecting another's idea; instead, he wants to express

his ideas, to show his o individuality. And so it was

*ith Llain. His knowledge of the past ias a stepping;-stone

to a nev f concept; and by using devices of earlier centuries

already proved by time and by applying his Qn iventive gen-

ius to them, he brought old nnew together in a synthesis

w ich sho1s the true measure of his talent. L Hi0 organ music

is representative of his Luusical sl -oxpression; upon its

?erits sh1l1 we evaluate it.

2. . 0ombrzch, Th 9 at'tory ofrt pp. 2-3: "Each
generation is at 0% point irevol against th standards
of its etrs; acE warK of rt derives its appeal to con-
t eparwiLse n only bafro ht it does but alo from wht it

'earns undone.. he f0voung zart arrived in Paris he noticed--
Cs he wrote to his fawwer--tht all the fashionable sWphonias

there ended iIth a uick finale; so he decided to startie his
udiaoc ithl a slo introduction to his last movePinit. is

is E trivial example, but it sors the ire1tion in Vitc 1an
historical appreciation of art nust a1M. The urge' to Le dif-

-eb t ma o u i highest or prof-oundest *n o the
artists uin, ut it is rarely lrkn aboP e. and

th rCiiion of t hneintemtional tif0eren tn opens uP
the a t "Ppr0.Ch to the sPrt Ot t pa1. . . . It t u

,-,t e-y artistt t ahat hP has surpss th !tn rati)lon
S e o h iI nf tht ro his point of vnt0 eve h :s iAder pogFress
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The lon; Victorian gve with its feminine sense of pro-

priety and decorum forced the background of nineteenth-century

Romanticisr. With the death of Victoria and the turn of the

century, however, changes in art seemed inevitable. 'In usic

Debussy and Ravel did not hesitate to bolt from under the yoke

of restraint so long imposed by their immediate predecessors

who lived and worked under the sh-dow of hvt the long-lived

English ueen rescribecd. The French people in particular

seem to have that mercurial spirit, that love for adventure

and experiment in art.

round 1900, then, the art o music experienced a chue,

and music since then has been termed "modern" in contradistinc-

tion to that of the Romantic movement just ended. It was

Gabriel aure, under hose guidance the Paris Conservatory

gained great recognition, who

in describing the essentials necessary to French music. .
inadvertently described his own characteristics: 'Taste
in clarity o' thought, in the sobriety and purity of
form, sincerity, disdain 1or vulgar effect, in a word,
all those virtues which might contribute to our art's
complEtely finding its admirable personality and remain-
ing forever that which it should be: essentially French.2

beyond anything that was known before. <aW cannot hope to
understand a work of art without being able to share this sense
of liberation and triumph hich the artist felt Then he looked
at his own achievement. But we must realize that each gain or
progress in one direction entails a loss in another, and that
this subjective progress, in spite of its importance, does not
correspond to an objective increase in artistic values.

2 utn
Q uoted by 11Marion Bauer in Twentieth Oentury usi C, - P. 89.
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he saw these ualities as characteristic of French composers

who, however, were only a segment of a larger movement within

the field of musical composition. Max Graf sums up this aove-

nent by saying that "all important musiciLans between 1918 and

1938 felt the urge to reorganize music that ias free of roman-

t_#ism, and to redevelop forrs, tone, narrony, expression and

technique from purely musical forces.o 3

Cecil Gray has observed that the situation in which music

finds itself today might be compared ti that of the period

following >Palestrinas death and 'the break-up of the great

polyphonic era. He tmplifies his statement in these words:

The symptoms at least are identical. Airst, the love
of experiment for its own sake, and thE -search for "nev
nlmeanz of expression"; secondly, a dissatisfaction with
traditional methods without the ability to dispense with
them altogether, giving rise to a curious duality and
inequality of style.

icolas Slonimsky calls attention to the fact that in

the experimentinp with new means of expression, even though

traditional rethocds retain a certain place, 1a1 musical in-

novation, no matter how extreme, is useful in that it indi-

Cates Potentialities heretofore overlooked. 5 If Alain fol-

lowed ; course of experiment, and if he could not discard

6-ax Graf, modern usic, p. 299.

4ecil Gray, A Survey of Conteporarusic, second edi-
tion, p. 254.

oicolas Slonimsky, Kusic Since 1900, 0. viii (Intro-
duction).
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entirely the niethods of the past, lie at least used some of

those aterials or resources in a new style expressive of

himself as well as of1 Is time.

AS to composition specifically for the organ, it may be

well to refer to Dufourcq's statement that in France the organ

since the middle of the seventeenth century has been an.in-

strument with a double role: first and foremost, it hs been

used in the church for performing strictly religious mst;

and second, it hsi > been used (in the church or elsewhere) in

the concert manner of perfoaance.6 Thus, music composed for

the organ ill be either of a religious nature, that is, for

use in the church, or it will be frankly secu>ar, in which

c.se its freedo from litur icl restrictions illperit

realiztion of a l the other potentialities of the instrument.

Dufourc adds thWt thFrench oranist Lust, in addition, have

a talent tor mprovisation. I. .Frnce great emphasis his been

ndr is still being placed upon this particular aspect of the

tramnig of the student in organ. Therefore, Arench composi-

tion for the oran includes not only tha carefully worked out

fors oor thE church a a for 'the concert 1all tut also iraprovi-

s atio n.

The eleeit o rlody in contemporary French organ ausiC

is always quite clearCly 'iD ecclesiastical or secular. In

French music "ecclesiasticJ has a somewhat restricted iean-

ing, for it refers solely to that religious ionody now

6infourcq, op. oit., p. it.
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asso ted with the Roran Aholic Church and known variously

as pLainsong, plain hant, or Ggorian chant. Alain frequently

drew upon the great store of Gregorian chant for aterial upon

which to build compositions.

In the Postlude our l'ot'ice de comljies, Op. 21 (11, 32),

this composer superimposes several chants from th t service

(the tntip hon itserere mihi Domine," the hymn "Te lucis ante

terminum," the response "In manus tuas,* and the antiphon

salve nos, Domine") on an original harmonic structure of his

own. Q9neriiliar with the Roman C>tholic service would prob-

bly nt only recognise the plainsong itr ediately but also

know its Oroper place in the service, whereas the non-Catholic

xhile sensing the presence of a Gregori 1n xmelody might not

identity it as being from the service of Compline without the

aid o. lain's title.

His treatment of mewocy, harmony, and rhythm in the

Postlude bears out Dufourco's description of it as etonnant."

The first section of tIhecomposition sets the mood by intro-

ducing the "tolling beil." 'The open fifth, alays heard in

an actual bell, features pao'inently in these opening measures,

The confused clamor set up by the overtones of a bell are.

represnted here Iby long-held tones forming a najor second.

'bove this dissonance (on the first and third beats) and

below it (on the second cnd fourth beats) sound individual

notes in alternmtion and (in the first four maacures) at the

interval of an augmented fourth. This rhythmic movemdent,



Perhaps imitating the sounding of a bell followed immediately

by its dissonant echo, ieads to a measure in <which slower

open fifths descend a -hole step in parllel mover'ent above

the still sustaining dissonant inner parts. These two types

of movement alternate for sixteen measures at varying pitches

and with varying dissonances. The following two -measure

phrase illustrates the musical elements ;zhich have just been

discussed

Fig. l--Adain, iostlude pou J 'oiice cde cml
ee1uru- 1-2.-

Attention is called to the chord structure of this example.

In the first mea-ure the chord might be analyzed as one built

in fourths: Db, G, 0, F; or, inverted, as one built in fifths:

F, C, G. Db. The last chord, on beat four of th e second weas-

ure, is a secondary seventh. Upon repetition of the first two-

measure phrase two tones of its final chord sustain to become

members of tIe opening chord of the next state ent of this idea

which is in perfect rhythmical (if not harmonic') sequence with

the opening four measures. A similar type of connection links

several such statements of the "bell" motive.
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An unusual example of the use o 'plain chatnt in composi-

tion is the manner-in which lain superimposes the Gregorian

melodies on a harmonic accompaniment of his omn. In almost

every measure from the point where he introduces the first

antiphon the harmony, now consonant, now dissonant, changes

on each beat (4/4 meter). These chords, however, are merely

a background for the plainsong melodies %grafted" onto 'them.

he nuMber of notes of the plainsong (written in eighth-notes)

assigned to ain easure, however, varies from as few as five to

as many as nineteen, and the "distinctions" are placed irregu-

larly so tha c they are frequently "beaed" across the bar-line.

In performance a question will arise concerning the rhythmical

relationship between the Gregorian themes and their accompani-

ment, Alain himself has stated that it is to "tax one's in-

genufity that the notes of the plain chant do not fall pre-

cisely at the saie time as the changing chords of the accompani-

ment. One would noruvally expect the tempo set up in the first

measure to continue beneath the Gregorian themes. On the other

hand, one would assume t'nt these themes should be played in

the rhythm of the Latin words associated with them and as

they would be sung. These two ideals are in conflict with

each other here and cannot be realized simultaneously. It is

the responsibility of each performer of this Postlude to work

out his own interpretation.

2he folloin Cxiple shows th e hymn "Te lucis ante ter-

linum" with its accorpaniint:
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- EI L -----

Fi.2-Aain, Postlude p 1u 0 .41ffice de mpIeS

measures 26-28.

In the Variations sur Lucis Ureator, Op. 28 (III, 26),

laio las taken the melody of thE PLin chnt and assigned it

to thpedls to be Cdayed with a 4' iron. The manuals

are iven 8 Lour-rart accompanint in fairly strict chordal

style. The first nesures read:

I
A

r

T7- -,v

IF Adkk

WF

. I

-MWAMW
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F24. 3--Ilain, Variations sur Lucis Creator,
measures 1-2.

hear th end of the plai han"It Alain takes the liberty of
making Slight alterati'Ons in the ""11dyas1f.ua in the Liber

Usulal is,

In t1e f iSt variio 1thI el1ody apDeasr in th1e sop rano

in augLrtation; 1hi1e the pain chant as first presented in

Its free rhymi, it iK 7 n adapted to 3/4 meter. In this

iion ain extes eah phrse by our measures before

pre sening the next phrase, t'huS obtaining variety by lenIgth

Swel sy rhytM. The first phrase with its extension is

shown : th f~olowing example for comparison ith the original

statement:

(

wr

lw

Awa

& I . #.
au
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liig. 4-li itIons sur Lucis 07reator, ue asur es
4-4of Variation 1
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Toards the end of this variation Alain introduces a free

canonic imitation in which a new voice follows two phrases of

the eoy t th octave bcIow nd one measure Cfter th e-

ody being payecd on t mi'anuKLs. $ince this added voice appears

in the pedals, double pedalling is required for the. last twenty-

one oues f 'this viation.

Te second variation, "thema fugatu," in 4/4 aeter, pre-

sents the sub jec treated rhy-thically in this maierr:

_ _ _ _ - ----- AJf

VF5

F . -Aai1n, r Itio n ssur u r ciU0 1S Ore at 0r, me-s ur es
1- of VarioatIon 2.

It cane seem ho .vlain took on>ly. prt of the original mel-

ody i1 creating the subject -or his fugue. The answer is tonai

~d apr in th alt o &Cat the fourth b olo;> the subject then

reapersin het.or at h -Dav elw Frtis exposi-

t in +Al i h a c ompli W wih the rues ; it is on pla ce .
ont, azO. c n L 0a-1 h Tt; i tVU1

anua (sub'ject in A inor, a~wer in A majar) mnd oni e in

4

$11,



the Pedals (answer in C major). A brief ep isode develops

out of the pedal statement and ollowing this the theme re-

appe.iAris in a three-voiced stretto. If this variation ha,,d been

in the strict forr of the "Student fugue," the subject would

appear at th end in the tonic key. However, klin chooses to

ignore thiis requirement and, instead, introduces the first

half of the melody of the hyin "Te lucis" in augmentation

and ad justed t5o the 4/4 meter, two-mareasure subdominant

pedal point leads to athree-Leasure tonic pedal-point over

which PLain writes a brief coda to close this work.

In Litanies, Op. 79 (II, 31), Alain gives us an exceptional

example of a melody which is in the style of plain chant but

whose identity as a particular chcnt drawn from the Gradual or

th2 zntiphoner could not be establish. t would apear tht

the composer, steeped as he was in th6 Gregorian style, con-

trived this relodyhimself for use in this work.

VItVO

F ig. 6--Alain, Litnies, measure I

Mad
Aik

VF W. _n Ah

lopAukes 6, du. &,,0.

VF
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A.s seen in the figure above, the opening measure shows

a melody of unusual range, quite unaccompanied, and somewhat

in the style of a cadenza. It will be further noticed that the

melody divides into two "phrases."

Alain selects a part of the first phrase of this opening

melody as the Othenel lhich will recur again and again through-

out the composition.

L. 7-1-lain, Litanies, measure 2

For contrast he makes an alteration in the melody by permitting

it to ascend only to the second instead of the third before

it descends. also, it vill be noticed that the range in ei-

ther example is within the interval of a fifth.

In the example to follow can be. seen an effective enploy-

ment of consecutive perfect 2iIfths. At the beginning of the

the e il rcvsur 16 each Of thE first notes of the murelody carries
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its orn upper fifth; after this, flfths are sounded at points

wher= the chords of the accompaniment change in a rhythm used

repeatedly from measure 3. Upon the repetition of the Telody

in measure 17, these same fifths reappear, but to them are

added the iifths above these. This series of parallel fifths

and ninths sounding simultaneously produces a most startling

eff.Eect.

IEL 'a 
No' I P

MF

A7 

M6

WF

Jfl aw

ori

AAAU

N L JL' 0 0

I IAL 
ANILMA

.9 L all

Aft

w
I

Fig. 8--Alain, Ltanies, measures 16-17
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As the composition rushes along, the phrases of the open-

ing measures appear, this time in octaves, with each "phrase"

folLowed by a fanfare of close-position triads played vivacis-

Siao."A brief statement, also in octaves an" marked "fff"

and 1declemato," follow's this section, and a scale-passage

tumbles downward vivacissio" through two octaves. The mel-

ody is now placed in the pe dal and a change in value of its

penultimate note produces a slight rhythmical change throwing

an accent on the last note in this one statement. In accel-

erating tempo the melody and its accompaniment move toward

thalt passage >here the sixths in the left hand "oin strict

tepo. . . are unplayable ."

0<i

AAA

wr '

rig. 9--ilain, itanies, measure 58 (portion only)

Following this section ana its repetition AIlain makes use of

f ive co nsecutive notes of the wihole-tone scale (ascending, in

soprano, descending in pedals), each tone harmonized by a

)

I
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ar triad. Repeating this measure with the same harmoniza-

tion and then twice with someWhat different hrmony (and a

differing bass line) he then repeats fragments of this motivee

which finally lead to several climactic sustained chords. In

line with the program of this work described above, 'lain

chooses tor his final chord a highly dissonant twelve-note

structure involving 2, G2 Ab, B, and C (some tones doubled

or even tripled) above an octave Eb in the pedals.

Another work in which lain uses a Gregorian type of mel-

ody is the xia, Op. 93 (II, 10), dedicated to the French women-

organist, Noelie Pierront. The melody appears in the last sec-

tion of the composition. Particularly to be noticed at the

beginning of the composition Which is "free" in rhythm is the

unusually long melody (with chordal accompaniment): at first,

measures of 7/8 and 6/8 alternate; later, several measures

are in 9/8 (1/8 plus 4/4). Following a brief interlude of

four measures the elody and the accompaniment are repeated;

after the first two notes of the melody have sounded, however,

the pedals (sounding at 4' pitch) begin the relody in canonic

imitation. another short interlude separates this from another

section in which another idea differing in rhythm and style

is presented and developed. The two-measure phrase shown below

appears in this section repeated a number of times (in octaves

or in single notes) at various pitches, and sometimes showing

slight variants.
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10 "ria measures

In a tempo poco animato" a portion of the origin i al ia" is

recalled but the melody soon dissolves into a bridge of six

measures, in hich measure an its repetition formi short

phrases, in preparation for the plain chant which is to follow.
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Adcin has registered the Gregorian-like theme as a alicional-

solo. In the next measure this melody repeats and is followed

by a second pseudo-Gregorian phrase. (RepetitLon of phrase one

and the f Irst statement of phrase two are shown in the example

above.) Phrase two is then repeated several times suggesting

a "litany" and Llcin's similar treatment in his owvn piece of

this name. Alain now reverts to the first "Gregorian" phrase

and presents it in canon at the fourth below, repeats this,

an then takes the second phrase and treats it similarly ex-

cept that the canon is at the fifth below. A melodic fragment,

which soun's like a 4 co ment" on the close of the second phrase,

begins a an eds with longer tones marked with e 1"hold." This

phrase lies in the two-line octave and is repeated at this

same pitch on softer stops. In the last measure its first

tone is sounded alone in the one-line octave and is harmonized

as the fifth of a tonic ninth chord in second inversion; above

this chord, the note occurs agaih, preceded by its minor second

below, and this is repeated with the octave above, "ppp," to

close the Aria.

The two chorals, Choral Den and Choral Phrien, are

short in length and quiet in mood. Alain must have been think-

ing in terts of the ancient Greek modes, for the first Choral

has E as its final. This is correct for the Greek Dorian mode

which corresponds to the ecolesiastical Phrygian mode. The

second choral is in the Greek Phrygin (with final D) which

- 14 .. .., , - -, -X- " - 4, - , ,



correspons oo the ecclesiastical Dorian mode. T1-e vord

"choral" is the t erm used in French to Lean " p lain chant."

Jince any French organist, accustomed as was Ilain to the

music of the Roman church, would understand thorouhly the

" rcrch modes," there is a hint of affectation in klain's use

of ancient Greek terminology, rather than that to whic Lhe

was accustomed, in conjunction wit th ;ord "chorKL."

71 .- i -
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TIe thematic material in Choral Dorien is presented in

the first five easures, as shoW in the figure above. This

repects exsutly, &nd its first three beats are heard a third

tiTe, tthis tire, however, serving as short bridge to a state-

m~nt lying a minor third higher than before. At this pitch

the material is stated twice; another bridge of three beats

links this to another st ateent at the minor third above

(perfect fifth bove the original statement). second state-

ment at the fifth above retraces only two of the four motives

making up the original theme. -&gain the basic material is

lifted (this tite by a fourth) to the octave above the opening

statement; only three of the four motives are used here. 

rest now intervenes and the little work closes with a final

statement (at this high pitch) abbreviated to the first six

beats of the opening figure. In the harmonization of the

thematic material of this Choral the frequency of parallel

sixths in the manual parts lends a characteristic flavor.

Jometimes the pedals move in contrary motion to the manual

voices; again the pedal supplies one of the tones of the sixth,

The last motive shows the three lower voices forming minor

triads in root position in parallel motion. The theme" con-

sists of four motives, the first two (each is measured in

9/4) tending upwards, the last two tending downwards. The

first and last motives (whose melodies are truly "Dorian")

are the two main motives. The second and third motives may

be viewed as expanded forms of these, the second motive
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expanding on the simple notes of motive one; motive three con-

sisting of ttrelve beats, only the Last nine of which are echoed

by motive four, a major second higher (the harmonization is in

exact imitation only for the last six of the nine quarters of

this :otivs). Throughout the pork Alain bars the music to suit

the phraseology of his motives (9/4 6/4, or, when the "links"

appear, 12/4).

4Qain gives some suggestion of "Dorian" mode in employing

the bass progression "'F, E," typical of what has come to be

known as the "Phrygian cadence." He opens and closes the work

with this bass line. His upper voices, however, do not sup-

ply the expected harmonies. His' F" supports a chord of E

minor, followed by one in G major; his "E" supports an E minor,

not an l major triad.

The characteristic flavor of his harmonies seems to de-

rive from a scheme of employing a simple triad plus one unre-

lated tone: minor plus F, E minor plus A; B minor plus C;

Fj minor plus B. The resulting effect of phraseology, melody,

harmony, and rhythm is haunting--and Alain has shown true ori-

ginality of invention in constructing a "modern" work out of

a few hints doubtless derived from his studies oft the modes.

The Choral Phrygien contrasts with the Dorien in the

regularity of its progression in four-beat measures (to be

performed "tres li6--sans lenteur"). After an introduction

of almost four measures of accoapaniment, Alain writes a solo
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(Ovoix hum. sans Trembl, . douce 4'") for the soprano.
While the cccoMpaniment is quite regular in its use of half-
notes, the solo moves Ulon generally in whole and half-notes;
ocasionlly a beat is represented by two quarter-notes and in
measures 18 and 19 quarter-notes are inserted between half.
notes so a mto bring about Syncopation . Ao long melodic
phrases are separated by two measures. :t the conclusion ofthe se condo phrase in measure 24, the entire first Section is
repeated exactly, In the five bars added at the close of this
repetition Alain pays tribute to the "Phrygian mode" by hav-
ing the pedals sound low D in three of these measures.

The organ works discussed above have been, generally-
speaking, those associated with the church, either because of
their borrowing or imitation of Gregorian chant, or becauseof their connection with the church modes. In only one other
composition has 'lain used a choral-as the last movement of
the Suite,

Win's 
*SuiteOP, 50 (1, 1), which won him a first prize

in a competition sponsored by the "Amis de l'Orgue" ~hen h
was only twenty-five, is a masterly piece of writing.

The first movement which Alain calls "Introduction and
Variations" is a most complex structure whose various parts
are related only through a "imple melodic idea heard 'ist as
the "head" o- the o ening theme of the "Introduction"a. 

Ce ro-gression don a second an then up a third. From th s as abeginning" ain contrives one 4'h>e -or the "Introduction,"
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three others for the "Variations." The "Introduction" and

each of the varitions fall roughly into an A B B forrn, but

the fir't variation is r called bet een the second and third

variations and a gin (with a brief Extension) after the third

variation to conclude the movement. 3ince each variation ias

itS Own "key," its on vvter, its own them, nd its own

style, the variations" appear to be cast in Rondo form.

- - t W- .W f gar . -... lln a1 u 3 m -- - I

4R

- IcllII

J. low--il an11 u it e, Int rod6u ct io n,"MeasuresT-
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The "Introduction," which is shown in the example above,

begins -ith a one-measure (12/8) phrase consisting of a jagged

relodic line harmonized by twelve inverted triads in close po-

sition; this phrase closes with C harmonized as the chord of

C ma Jor in first inversion. The immdite repetition of this

theme shows the tinl tone written enharmonically and har-

b
monized with the chord of B minor; the pedals now appear for

the first time to take the root of the triad and mark the close

of th "period" and section 11. This section is now repeated

sequentially a major third lower (A'). new section (B) is

similar in style- but Shows a different melodic contour. After

a one-meacsure link this is followed by a return of i.

]ight measures (12/8, 6/8) of transition show similar

chord structures (in groups of seven, then six, then three)

in quarter-note values (the last group of three chords is in

half-notes). The *Introduction" is thus linked rhythmically

with t he fir t "Variation" whose melody moves in quarters.

Fi.l--lan, suite, &~ritions, a me sures l-3
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4s shown in the figure above, the "head" of the theme of the

"Introduction" now returns as the opening notes of the theme

of th. .first variation. This same formal device of repetition,

contrast, and return is used for this first variation.

The theme of the second variation again begins with the

Head" of the "Introduction" theme, and the accompanying voice,

in triplets, is a variation on this new theme. The "motive"

of the accompaniment is repeated in each measure of this varia-

tion in the manner of an ostinato. In section nA the material

is heard in A-flat; the B section develops this material at a

higher pitch level, left hand and pedals showing trial forma-

tions like those of the "Introduction." Section J then re-

turns. Following this, a two-measure bridge shows a melody

over a sustained chord in four voices; this melody starts

rhytlmically with the triplets heard throughout thiss second

variation, and its first notes trace melodically the "head"

of the theme of the Introduction,* A5 the sustained chord

releases, the triplet rhythm is heard augmented to quarter-

note values for tb opening' chords of the first variation,

which now returns for a full statement.

The third. variation introduces still another theme re-

lated to that of the "Introduction" by its "head" only. This

is a theme which moves in an upward direction. At first it is

stated alone in the pedals, then in the manuals an octaVe

hI her; at the close of this second statement two pairs of

tones a sixth apart are added to each other one by one to



form a rich, widely-spaced chord. The upper tone of the first

sixth continues melodically with a brief eighth-note figure

(within the chord); after a sequential statement of this

"period" one-half step lower, the new motive (leap of a sixth

followed by eighth-notesj now becomes the theme of section B.

Several statements on various pitches (with the leap changing

front a sixth, to a ifth, to a fourth, and finally to a third)

and alternating between manuals and pedals, moves into a long

developmnt marked "molto crescendo e accelerando and con-

stantly ase'nding (above a yedal-point on q) until it comes

to rest on a dissonant chord (D, 7, F#, Bb b) above the

hi;h Fin the pedals. Section 1 nov returns, but in the

for of a very free inversion. The ascending melody now de-

scends and the chord is formed from te upper tones downwards

into the pedals. A few quiet transitional chords lead to the

final return of the first. variation with which the first move-

eut of the Suite now closes.

The "Scherzo" of the Suite shows two contrasting

pr esited and developed alternately. In their first presents-

tions these themes di ffr from each other not only in mood, in

tempo, ad in style but also in tonal color (registration) and

1i neLQ pitch area.

T"he first tee mrked "ndante--sena rigore" is regis-

tered &or a sinle flut each on (hoir and Swell; the pedals

are' ot used, and for the ixteen mea ures of this first section

the music Liest mUAnly in the tvo-line oct0 Ve.

--Aw



On the choir (above and blow a Dj sustained on the S ell)

a four-betwt otive for tle right haid opens out from a unison

i< to an open 'ifth, .s shown in the figure belo -w

$flS% +4

K1op ic-

I -- w-WA.L.A

~7I5~~r.T 73uie, ~cerzo e6IF74 W

is tive s first repeated nd then altered s-ightly to

paUse on a minor sixth vhich now hocs while the motive is

imitated at the unison 'bythe e.ft-hand oi the 3'ell. In its

turn the left-hand sustains (a second inversion triad) while

N IA -AL -I



the right-hand Presents the theme on theC hoir a fifth higher

than 7 first; a fourth stAterent, now on th 'well and at the

new oitch, shortens each motive by one beat (3/4 replacing

4/4. fifth statement on the Choir at the original pitch

o 'its the repeitIOn O' he first otiv , and theTi state-

ment on the Jell states only the third motive. Alain regis-

ters thi A section for two manuals, for it could not be

played on one; he two voices overlap, producing :ently dis-

sonant combinations.

he second theme calls for heavier, "siked" registration

(Bour don 8', Prestant , Nazard , Octavin, Larigot), employs ped-

als, and begins in the region around riddle 0, gradually vork-

ing hiher as it progresses. This there is shown below;

AV~

IRV

S. k

Fig. 16--Tain, suite, "Scherzo," measures 17-18

arked "l1gro pesrte," this theme shows the phrasing with

some staccato which one is apt to associate with a scherzo
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for organ* A two-measure mot ive (4/4), played on the Choir,

is developed for eight measures, then shifted to the reat ffor

six measures, a2ter hici it is interrupted by two measures

/n 5/4 aeter. Here the manualssho-v ane otive (related in

its phrasing to thele two); it is marked to be -played "pp

above an angular theme in pthepedals played mezzo-forte

it ie<sure 42. a curious ostinato figure se in nd bae-

cores th2 accompa nmnt to themeo onec playd on a "(Clarinette

0u Moi' hxm. "ans trembant ," augmentedd, and' in the~ bass cle

(an elevnthI beLor its oriinal pitch). The exapl& is shown

belovw;
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A g. 18--AlVin, Suite, "Scherzo," masures 4l-43

Te various rhythms, the various melodic outlines, and

the phrasings just described are no interiin4l d, appearing

in I wie assortment of combinations an permutations as the

iausic prog~resses. The .otive of Fig. 17 is given considerable

attention and expandted occasionally to fIll a measure or 7/4.

Motive two (F2g. 16) appears in augmcntation; shorni of its

phra ing, it adapts th 2.egato of :otive one. The last 21

aeasures of the "cherzo" recall th ostinato (shovn in Fig

18 in th tenor) to be played by the pedals. Thove thiis,

them e one returns doubly augme nted and in a four-part harmuoni-

zatiorn to be plyed on a Celste

The "Choral" -ith. which the suite closes presents simple

fOu-part hyn-ntune (7/2) of three .prae (five measures, six

eaSures, "iye measures).



The first phrase is constructed over a bass line which

is composed o f whole and half-notes in alternation; in the

se cond phrase the bass reverses this rhythm. Whether Alain

was thinking in such terms, or not, these are the rhytlhs of

the first and second mediaeval rhythmic modes; the harmonies

OL the first phrase are also some hat modal, as shoun below,#

F.19--Alain, Suite, "Choral, measures 1-6

In the next phrases the harmonies become increasingly chromatic

and "modern." middle section now develops bits of these

phras es, although it is the rhythm of a measure or the general

contour of a turn of the melody that is reflected here; neither

the identical phrases nor the identical chords of the opening

of the "horal" are employed. Luch chromaticism and some of

2lain's favorite inverted triads in parallel motion are worked

into inner prts. tegistrationis vary from soft to loud, and

r2 -.1 93,
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finally the hymn-tune returns in a massive six-part setting

involving some double-pedalling and registered for full organ.

A twelve-measure passage wo pedals alone leads to a final

tonic triad (ten voices) curiously registered for well organ

"tutti, boite expreas. fermee.t This is a composition of

moderate difficulty but tremendous effect, in true "organ

style."

In t he f rst o' the Deux Danses _jgi Vavishta, Op. 52

(II, 15, ilain appears to be trying his hand at polytonal

writing ,iet in 3/4 meter and in ternary form, the work be-

Ins with the accompaniment (left hand on the Choir, registered

t"Bourdon 8tt) consisting of an open fifth on the tonic of Ab

(:uarter-note marked staccato) followed by another open fifth

on the dominant (half-note); this motive is repeated in the

for of an ostinato throughout section A ('n the repetition

of se action A). The melody begins with a two-measur phrase

r1:ving ithin the compass of a fourth. This phrase occurs

many ties during the short composition; in its first presen-

tation it appears in the key of B minor (9).

It is an interesting f eature of this work that both mel-

ody and accompaniment leave one uncertain as'to their modality.

The r&'ody employs exclusively tones comm on to both a Major

mode and its relat ive minor; the accompanying chords do not

employ thi third of the sal , thus leaving to the ear the

subjective choice bettreen a major key and its homotonic minor.
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The first phrase is repeated once exactly, then appears

with sli---ht rhythmic nd uelodic aterations to complete sec-

tion .he repetitior of A showC these phrases again altered

slightly cnd (after the first statement of phrase one) in

caor at the diminished" fifth above: the Comres in the keY of

F minor, the Dux stIll in B This example is shown below,

- I'f b

~~~E~IziiI

Fig20-- la]in, Deux D-nses gnst

nesuires .fl-r.

tw
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Once the canon has begun, thre treble xasures close at rnately

ithi th dissonances o1 the diminished octave n thi Tminor

second. lin rmy have believed these to be ch-:racteristic

inLt erval 1s of Grientel music.

The midd section, 3, "Un peu plus lent" and only four

1s1 eleong ,, serves s -contrast to the predin section;

its two-a sure phr ase r ee.ats exactly0 A .4 h ha e -has ea

certain e.lodic resemblace to th'e bei4ning of seCtion A,

but the note-values are longer, the second measure ShIn

two dotted quarters above the 3/4 meter of the lower voiCes.

The dal now assists rhythUir iIar in t ac oupnmn whioh

still features wide intervals, though now presenting their

tones individually from highest to lowest and sustaining each

as shown in the following igure:

I

2-1. -1- l, 1n, aeu x nasS a gn 1 avishta(,
measures 21-22.
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On the return of section in measure 25, the tonalities

are a minor third hi;ier, the melody beng plced a or sixth

lower (,ith D as tonic), the accoopanim ent being ritten en-

harraonicall, Ath tonic :B insteadd of 1b). T cnoni voic

(at th diminished fifth above, as before) appears at once and

is continued 'to the ad except during measures 30-e8. Measures

30-31 show three voices sounding the theme simfultaneously in

parallel augmented fourths and maj or events (accoanrniment

Sitted). Folow1Iing this Come two measures which show a more

co lex version of the p to ality of he opening section.

I

T
g. 2-- lain, Deux IDanses a jgni Iavishta (1),

me asure s 3-

&t measure 36 the accompAniment resumies the identical

open fifths heard at the beginning of the composition hille

the melody (also at its original pitch) now appea.irxs doubled

t th fourth above for three measures. s the doubling cea

the lower melody continues and canon At the diminished f ifth

Ar Alk dR W-M vp

I 1w wo, M 23'
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above is heard once more. tt measure 42 the canonical voices

are inverted: the uppe 'voice, remaining at the same pitch

level as in the precedin measures, now becomes the lower

voice; what has been the lower voice is now transposed an

octave hiher to become the upper voice. A final (partial)

entry of the theme in parallel thirds lengthens some of its

tones and fills to measures. The final chord sustains its

hi hest tone to become a bridge to the second dance.

The second of the two Danses gni Vavishta, Op. 52

(II, 17), with its development of several motives and its

chromaticism stands in nice contrast to the first dance with

its repetition of one motive and its polytonality. The open-

ing movement is marked "Pas vite." The first motive appears

in the first two measures (2/4, 3/4); the brief melodic phrase

is given out in parallel thirds above a rhythmic bass line

This motive is now twice repeated. On the first repetition the

motive appears in parallel triads in root position; the second

repetition shows parallel seventh chords (in root position).

Section B begins in measure seven and consists of four

statements of a ne' theme (twice at one pitch, twice a step

lower). This two-measure motive consists of a rhythmical

figure in the upper voice which begins and ends in the middle

of a measure. It has an accompaniment in parallel inverted

triads grouped in pairs of shich the first chord is an ana-

crusis. The notation shows this phrasing, and the notes are

&"be aed"across the bar-lines. See the following example:
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F 1 23--."Lain )Deux DiS Is an1 Vavshta(2
measures 1-8.
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The preceding example has shown the first theme and the

beginning of the second theme. At measure 14 section 1 returns

but at a pitch a step lower than in its original statement.

third motive dun ;eu plus nim appears in measure 20 (sc-

tion 0) above an accompaniment (now in parallel fourths) with

the rhytm ofthe accompanient action B. our measures

of interlude intervene before section 0Cappears again, a dixin-

ished third lower than in its original appearance. Another

interlude, extended by an unrelated motive in parallel tri-

tones and ninths in quarter- and eighth-note triplets (repeated

to fill three measures), leads to another return of section .

In this second return the upper voices appear an octave higher

th-n in the first return of section t; the accopvnimnt, a

mnor third higher. another interlude showing ,parallel motion,

reminiscent of the interlude just heard, leads to a development

of the motive of section C. Another interlude of four measures

precedes the "plus lent" close (section A). The phrase of

measures 1-2 is repeated several times while "n added part for

the pedals moves chromatically back and forth (#, G), finally

coming to rest on a pedal-point Eb. Two measures after the

pedal-point is reached, the p parallel thirds of the melody stop

their motion and sustain; then the notion of the rhythmical

accompaniment comes to rest. At the close one hears a chord

reading from bass upwards: A, zb, :s, iA.
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The Interrhezzo, Op. 63 bis (II, 24), is the only piece

in the Leduc publication kiown to be a transcription for organ.

(Possibly 1Ionodie is a transcription of the second movement

of the uite ;bnodioUe, which Gavoty states was transcribed

for organ.) The transcription for the organ v as, however,

made by the composer himself . The original wrork was composed

for a bassooin and O pianos, and remains unpublished; it was

therefore not aVailable for comparison. The fact that this

aorkv was not originally conceived or the organ accounts for

various types of difficulties possibly encountered here. The

rhytha of "two-against-three" in the opening section may have

been divided between the two pianos. The figures of section

B, with their arpeggiated accompaniment, would surely be :ore

effective on a piano than on an organ. The pedal part of

section A (which returns gain following section B) cannot

be performed, as lain transcribed it, without the aid of

"divided stopsaor sore mechanisi thich will permit the divi-

sion of pedal organ into to mhalves"t (the lowest twelve notes

of the pedal keybacrd, up to center 0C-and those from center

C up). The initial registration and first few measures of

the peda theme follow:

solo: Gambe douce
Pos: Cor de nuit, Fl. d. 4
GO: Flete harm.
Ped: .16, 8 pour l'8ve grave (12 notes)

+au debut: Fl. 4 pour la parties aigue,
puis FA. 4 sur toute I'etendue 8' )&rtir
de i. 1 5e mesurp.
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Fig. 24--leirn, Intermezzo, measures 2-5

t naasure 14, the flute solo is placed below the pedal-point

which has sounded from the beginning, and in order that it

can be heard Alain directs that the 161 and 8? stops be vith-

draw and that the 4 Flute suffice for both pedal-point and

solo.
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Wi. 2b--Alain, Intermezzo, measures 14-15

At measure 30 the peals are treated d againi as shovni FI . 24

above, but the solo voice is'registered Lor "SesQuialtera,

p. ai." An introduces this "thema" again in measure 94

ndamai registers it for "F1. 4."

As might be expected in Trois Danses, Op. ol (I, 14), the

element of rhythim is predoninant. lI the first drnce, "Joies,"'

two quite different rhythmical patterns ar presented separately

and toward~s th end o2 the movement are conbimed.

Th i fst theis, a rked " ndante," which serve s cn

"introduction," appears in the treble nd Is careully regis-

tered by the comer fo reed stops .uited to it s "fn ar&

nature. The themeQ consists ol two motivs and is reated

irmmediateiy. Tn ite ifirst )pperance th fir t motive is

plye onj a "Cromorne 8'"; tile secon motive is her on an
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"Hautbois 8." On the repetition the first motive is regis-

tered for "Clarinette 4, Oromorne 8, uor Aldais 16" while

the second motive answers ith %uintaton 16, Voix humaine

8, Dulci ne 4.

-fter these eight easures the left hand and pedals give

out the seco n thee "Allegro (. 120) in 18/8 meter, a

thei4e wich has a gay and exciting rhythmic pattern, and

w i ch appearS repeatedly from now on.

-W- f b OV1U S, ,AJ5'm

Fig. ?/7--d >ui Tros Das, %Joies,"' mesr 9

-W , - I . I . NIFA 11 1 1 11
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TV2 6 - Trois Dan S 48, S Jo le S measures
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This theme is treated as an ostinato, in the fifth measure

of which the right hand joins in on "'Clarinette 4, Cronorne

6 and Cor n 16I (stops heard in the first theree; the

notation here 3hows the melody in only two ranges (two octaves

&part), but the total registration will sound the melody in

six different octaves at once.

Left hand and pedals now proceed alone for three more

MeasureS, after uhich the hands, an octave apart, take the

motive in parallel thirds. Alternately, one hears the

rhythmic pattern in the left hand and pedals and IQhen in the

right hand, now in inverted triads above a pedal line showing

the ostinato rhythm ina new melodic contour, a new treatment

developed 'for several measures,

Fig 28--Ilain, Trois Danses, "Joies , mesures 23-24

t measure 36 a rhythmic variant of the introductory

theme appears, but at measure 45 the rhythm of theme two
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returns and is subjected to considerable harraonic and melodic

development. t measure 58 the twro rhythms are altered suf-

ficiently to make their combination possible.

FIg. 29---lain, Trois Danses, "Joies," measures 58-59

Fror now on the texture thickens until each the e is Cinally

presented. in parallel inverted triads and the pedals iove in

octaves.

Azff

qz i

I"r IW i
Fig. 30--Alain, Trois Denaess Tie s, u0e sure s859
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At easure 78 the left hand alone presents its parallel

triads; after two measures only parallel sixths are heard,

and in measure 82 the rhythm is represented by a sin2le voice.

In measure 83 a new rhythm is formed and in measure 85 a

rhythmic variant of the "second theme" appears as a melody

above which a sinuous chromatic line presents seven sixteenths

to be performed during three eighths in the left hand.

e 49 6%& 6
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"t measure 95, shown above, further rhythmic complexities

involving reminders of the chords of the introduction and the

syncopations of theme two appear and finally climax in a dis-

sonant effect resembling a "triple trill."

A sudden return to the "Terpo du debut" brings an echo

of part of theme one; several more quiet measures show sus-

tained chords supporting a brief oboe solo, and the pedals

then answer with a suggestion of the rhythms of theme two to

close this amazing "dance of joy."

The second of the Trois Danses Alain cells "Deuils"; a

suerscription shows that it was written "Pour honorer une

me oire hcro'ique." In a footnote at the close of the work

Alain states that "This second dance can be played alone,

without the others, under the title 'Dense funebre pour

honorer une emoire hero'ique.'" ;wain we see Alain sounding

new depths in his approach to composition, end, here, to

rhythm in particular. Broadly speaking, the "form" is simple.

A theme is stated some thirty times somewhat in the manner of

a Passacaglia or Chaconne. It is interrupted briefly after

the sixth and twenty-fourth statements by a second theme in

contrasting style .and meter (measures in 10/8, 9/8, and 6/8)

which is finally developed after the thirtieth statement of

theme one. The work closes 4ith an unbarred passage, unrelated

to either theme, which is heard "pp" on the manuals- in simple

octaves.
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stated thus, the work would sound simple enough. Yet

the type of "variation" applied to his theme by Alain is highly

original-and Quite new in many respects. A detailed descrip-

tion would require an entire chapter; so, only a few of Alain's

new ideas will be described.

His theme (stated in the pedals) fills six measures, the

first, third, and fifth of which show characteristic rhythms

4hich recur in the second, fourth, and sixth Aeasures. Oer-

tain tones of the melody are marked with a short horizontal

line which lain says "indicates a slight lengthening of the

duration." In organ-playing such a subtle stressing ofQa toie

takes the place of-a dynamic accent in piano-playing. In the

second statement of the theme, again in the pedals, these marks

occur on other notes than those marked an the first statement.

Pi is usual with Alain, his "tonalities" are his own; the theme

appears first above a pedal-point 'on F held over from th first

dance where it was the fifth of the chord of Bb inor. In

the theme of "euils" first the tone F, then A , then C is

stressed; these are the notes of the tonic triad in F major

and the new key signature shows one flit. However, with the

pjr(sec a in uasr one and Db in measure tmo, one hears

the opanirnmeasures as if in Bb minor. The theme of "Deuils"

folloWS
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in, irois anZ-3s.s,"euils, measures

alreadyy in the second statement of the theme one finds
slight alterations; in addition to the change of stre (L-
ready mentioned) measure four sh -s a "smoothig out oZ the

syncopated rhythm found there in the opening statement.

In th third st atement the pedal-point is dropped EndU the

prl K movement between Ianual voices and t hepedal theMe
which is to become the outstanding feature of this dance be gins

Oma-41
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with the theme duplicated et the tenth above, as shown in the

following example:

MEI
000

do
Is k)

ow oft dw 40

AW t IL.00 Im Oka-
Ll

Polot

i A

130,

'I
dW

Fig 3--lai, 1ros Danses, "Deuils, measures 14-19

The subtlety shos n in Alain s treatment of "parallelisr lhere

is a characteristic which runs through all his writing where,

indeed, parllal motion abounds. The first three intervals

are exactly parallel major thirds (tenths); then, instead of

using the melodic augmented second which appears in the lower
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voice in the upper as well, he alters his ujper part slightly

to produce several haronic minor seconds bole finally in-

troducing the melodic augeented second in the upper voice.

ow he writes five major thirds and then, instead of using

the ma jor second shown in the lover voice, he writes a chro-

iatic half-step in the upper voice, resulting in a haronic

perfect fourth; next he replaces a half-step in the theme by

a whole-step in the upper voice resulting in a diminished

fifth between the voices; by such procedures he eventually

increcases his vertical dissonance to that of an augmented

second (in the fourth measure o0' the theme); the middle voice

no; joins in the parallel movement a major sixth above the

bass. chytcmically, he alters the theme in this rueasure, re-

placing the eight sixteenths of the second and third beats by

two groups of five sixteenths each; he also shortens the theme

by one measure and replaces the syncopated rhytI aof measure

'ive by a single held tone. This tone shows a melodic altera-

tion as ell, for it is now Eb, not F. Above it the two upper

parts spin out a difficult rhyth- in which the sixteen thirty-

second notes of the irst two beats fall into two groups of

seven and nine thirty-seconds respectively.

The fourth statement retains the new rhyths and tonal

patterns of the third statemeiit, but adds two voices in the

treble, hicha move "parallel" with tho thei& (in the pedals).

For the first two measures the soprano is in octaves iith the

""WAVARWA"



p edaJ the, the alto in perfect fifths; but in measure. three

the sorrano shifts to minor ninths, the ;il.to to perfect fourths.

These various types of changes in his theme are typical

o vvhet lain continues to do in an evr-chawgixy vanety.

Variation five, for example, omits neasura four, and

closes on G; the theme is thus shiortened to four measures in

the pedals, although the upper voices continue through the

fifth measure while the pedals hold G.

Variation six is taken by the manuals (at first in three

parts, then in four) while the pedals ustain the G as a pedal-

point; the theMe is still only four measures long, but omits

measures ive ad six (of the original theme ) instead of

measure four.

Variation seven is given to pedals solo; the theme is

transposed up whole tone for the first four measures, but

F reappears in measures five and six; in variation eight a

complete statement of the original theme is shown but be-

ginning and ending on G.

New material now intervenes (a above this G sustained as a

pedal-point for two measures of 10/8, .one of 9/8, one of 6/8,

and again tio of 10/8). At measure 55 a new motive iti a

/6 rhytb which is quite normal by nineteenth-century stand-

ards is set up and in measure 57 combined with the zain theme.

Thetheme now appears altered more than ever: rhythms belonging

to reasures 3 and 4 of the original statement are introduced

at Once, and the theme is so altered rhythm ically that the full
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melodic contour of its first four measures is compressed into

three measures of 6/8 meter; whereas the original statement

was contained within the compass of a fifth, here the coRpsS

is expA t a o si th; the these begns and dnds onA.

OW V 1-- _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _

Ia
vow 00

IWO

i. 3--Aia in, T rois >anse s, "Xui s , "le asure s 560

The stat ment Ollowing~ appers a ma jor sixthi higher, retaining
at first the rhythm~s o. the preceding statement, but altering
the toward the end, a closing on B, the fifth beJlo.

--- .1 x-



IFrora measure 64 the theme is reduced to two measures of

4/4 rmeter and appears in five voices in parallel motion "molto

scherzando"; it reappears in this abbreviated forr seven more

times, each time differing from the last in some particular

(either in rhythm, in melody, or in general pitch level). At

measure 80 an interlude of a measure and a half intervenes;

six more statements, another break of a measure and a half,

three statements, an interlude of one measure of 6/4, bring

us to the twenty-eighth and twenty-ninth statements.

V -_-ll--1

91
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These (in six voices and Jth very full registration,

even Great 16' reeds) bring back more and miore of the rhythm,
of the opening statement, though ;ith different barrings.

The final1 staterment softens the registration some iha~t and

redtuces the number of coices to three (as usu<1, in ufre&n

parmlle1 motion) above a peda-point on F. The d velopment
o, this main the e Va ow concluded, and he rusic of the

interKLuws retIns or its devlopnt. The drAce closes

dih recitative (unbarred) in octaves ("pp") on -he nwuals.
The f.ia tone is followed by a single ton , F, on the pedals--

thir dane wil opnc

The concluding dance, "Luttes, Qneed not be described in
detail, for li n uses methodU simiir to those employed in



the othr Id ances. After some introductory measures in's

main theme is announced on "Bourdon 8, Doublette, Larigot

seuls.1 idt ho ugh its elodic contour differs, it has the saze

thythmic pattern as does tile main thee Of"' "Joles."

Fg 7--Aain, Troi siDnses, Luttes," measure 11

4ttraeasure 22 a bass-line, consisting2 rhythmically of six

dotted-cquarters, confirm cthe actual identity of a measure of

&lain's 18/8 with six Leasures o1' '3/8. This bass line Cievelops

at ensure 24 *into a perfect rhythmical ostinato and lso

( lowance -or occasion s&thift in pitch location)

m, lodic ostinato for so f bars. Following this section

the second theme of "Joies" appears in Ith left hand in three

vics~ In p&iralel motion (a mixture of f irs nd seond in-

versLon triads ); the riht hand rec clls a variant of the first

the Of"Joies." Fror .rieasure 38 to meesur 49 two short

measures o. chords in syncopated rhythm drawn fro " Deuils"
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lt e rntwith sections of thi t(a riaL roi a Joies* just
described.

Uru S CCl D e

ig 9731--Cai n, T r oi* s ne,"Luttes, --asures 38-40

From measure bO to measure 62 in a section pVlayed fff"

and >arke 'a'"Brutalemnt,e the syncopated rhythms of "Deuils't

are formed into a motive occupying one miea F-,sure in 3/2Pr. allel

motion in seven voices increased later to nine parts presents
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this Motive sequentially many times. For th .Lirst prt of

this Section this rhythmic motive tends upwards, and the tex-

ture thickest; during the second part of the section its direc-

tion is downwards, and voices ;radually drop out until the

riing iS in onLy four parall voices. The following figure

slows the last statement o2 tle motive in ascending torma and

he fr2stin descending Lorm.
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39 ain., Tro' s j)f--,-nses "Luttes raleasures 53 54am omit :jjL

i four-measure phr-se unrelated thematically to what has pre-

ceded brings this dance and the Juite to a close.
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"Ul, RY jD CONCLTION

This study of Jhan Alain's compositions for the organ

has been by no means exhaustive; however, by learning some-

thing bout his short life, his musical training, the in-

fluences which shaped hi and the "ajjbiance" in which cer-

tain of his compositions for the organ were written, and too,

by an analysis in some detail of a few of his works, one may

obtain a deeper insight into lain as a coposer.

Alain's nusic way be considered by many to be rather com-

plex, fbut it is the individuality of eain speaking through his

music that is noteworthy. Dufouroq and Gavoty have both said

that harmony and form mattered little to Alain; they agree

generally, as do others, that rhythm--"movement"--is the out-

standing ualityof" lain's style. It is unfamiliarity 7ith

the general style of lain's works that makes the istener

ee st in his ttep Xto understand the personal feeling

that lain is tryin< toconvey in musical terms.

zielodio a tnd hnronic progressions are unorthodox.

Hs bodiess, except those he borrows from plainehent or writes

in imitation of it, are distinctly original. Gregorian chant,

which has been associated with the Church "or many centuries,

has become rooted in the theory and practice of French musicEl

Composition, especially in tha 0' th Fe composers for organ.

96
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This cclesiastictl melodyI s modal; inserted into Pin'

compositions it still remains modal, even though the other

parts ray form harmony or counterpoint, conventional, or

"modern," eccordin to Alain's need.

Tht enployrent of plain chant by lain is not in itself

(An innovation; other modern French orgnm composers, aware of

the di;gnity lent the Gregorian melodies by the Church with

which they have been associated have sought the aid of the

chant in co.ntrivin music in anuber of different ntoods

calculated to develop further the religious ideals already

implanted in the minds a hearts of heir listeners. The

depth and sincerity of lains own piety and faith speak out

clearly and strongly in his sacred compositions, and in this

respect these works reind one of those of another great com-

Poser "or the organ, Qr FluXr.anck

In his oraan orks, as has already been shown, 4lain uses

a Gregorian melody just as it st in the iber Usualis, or

he uses the chant s a mocdel for & relody of his own devising.

Duf ourco comments that

aujourd'hui, ctest le neume qui penetre la measure et
s'y deploie de tell maniere qu'ill eapourra fire
1tclvater, creant ces rythmes libres qui sont a la source
de touted nouvelle musique d'orgue gregorienne.1

It was alo mentioned above that, in the training of French

orgnists, emphasis is placed on ability to improvise; having

developed this ability, the organist-composer ill from time

1Duiourco, oj. )it., p. 214.

om



to time produce a composition that is in 'the style of an im-

provisation; for this, no better basis could be found than the

plain chant.

Th re of the grand-orgue during the service consiSts
solely of the plying of improvisations by the organist--
which improvisations are inspired directly by the plain
chant of the office which is taking plce--and during
these improvisations the organist can freely express,
develop and pAss Comment on the incomparable depth of
beauty of the immortal melodies of the Gregorian plain
chant.

Some of Ains original melodies reflect his traditional

training; others show the influence of contemporary moventents

in the field of rusical composition. 'lain wrote in his

Carnet, t le thete cESt a .la pite nusicale ce que lire eSt

aux pens' , . 6r3 and each melody thich he created--some of then

quite extended, others awounting, to no more thn a "motive" -

a mere breath, es it were--left its unique mark on the compo-

stion for which it ws destined. It vas the spirit and Music

of ach--who admired thQ trench musicians of his day--that un-

folded to AJa ideas by which he profited. His melodies are

cleverly designed; in any instances he has been able to con-

struct an entire composition upon a theme which proved suitable

for treatment in a variety of ays. His ingenuity is further

evidenced in his use of pitch, of sudden introductions of new

2 krederick C. >ayer, "arcel Dupre," The Auerican Organ-
ist, :ovember 1, 1977, p. 378.

3Gvoty, oD. cit., p. 190.

usow"



rhythmic patterns, cnd QVt 1ofunusual pitch-relationships

between manuals and pedals. To lainL elocy Iy insep1ble

from rhythm; where another composer, Ashing to develop amel-

ody, will think in ters of chases in th melodic contour,

j Alainwll-think in terms of rhythmic deviations as wl.

int departure frotx o traditionL etghteenth- cd i-

tEenth century hxrionic principes crates a new consciousness

of tonal and chronic possibilities. e doEs not concern hir-

self; ith ttewpting to establish asdefinite key or to remain

within a key center; rather, he contrives to dispel tonality:

by writing ot entirely within the given signature; by not re-

lKting sections closely in the manner customary when true "ton-

alities" r involved; by the use of mar lllism in such "for-

bidden" intervals Ls fourths, fifths, or sevenths; by oission

of chOrd-tones, or by combinations of two different chords in

a vertical structure, especially at cadences; by chromatic al-

teration; by the use of harmonies s surprising to the ear as

their notation is to the eye.

Dissonancee lain emphasizes by a liberal use of augented

intervsls (fourths, withs, seconds, octaves), divinilhed in-

tervals (especially fifths and octaves), and nmjor intervals

(seconds, sevenths, ninths, in particular). Other dissonances,

such as unresolved chords., a re wl the more noticeable when

they occur on strong Part of the easure or phrases. The

pedal-point, auch :avored by 2min, is not a new device but in

his han dsit seems to take on cdded power andeffectiveness.
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Polytonality, apparently, has not appealed to Alain to such an

extent that it could be considered a characteristic of his style;

yet he deemed the principle intere tin Fenough for experimenta-

tion. 4pcing, range, and tone color--each has for Alain its

special significance and artistic value, and he employs them

with infinite care to produce contrasts or special effets.

Contrapuntal devices, such as canon, stretto, aid iitlation,

so frequent in the Vorks of Bach and other baroque masters,

have also been favored by "lain, though often clothed in modern

apparel. klain has also made use of many harmonic schemes in

vogue at present.

Rhythm--"organized variety of lenmgths and stresses of

sound* --is very outstanding as a characteristic of lain's

style. >o naturally does he handle it, that one may say that

he has- ade rhythm his handraiden, that he is Its mster.

whether the rhythm is simple binary or ternary, whether it is

inlir of a variety of rhythms or completely "free, -- in

whatever guise, it serves a" a coraon denoa toZ for conveying

his musical ideas. iThe reuent changes of eter signature

found in his works, the unb rred writing, the piecesai th no

meter signature t all--are but reflections of his attitude

towaprds rhythm: the rhytY iust be free and thus avoid obvious

Pulsations and resultant rh thwical m1onotony.

The performr -"ust have this idea clearly in nind in in-

terp'eting these works. In his reface to bhe Lduc publication

4Definition by Dr. Lloyd Hibberd.



o th orcge orks Gvoty lays particular stress, or this aspot

of thE uusic and the :iener in which ILain himself wished it to

be payed:

Cans doute faut-il distinguer ntre les piYces rythmiues
et leS Pieces1Clodiques: danse ici, r^eve l-bas. Mais
1r CEditatio ne requiert pas moins de vie que I'action:

aInsi un dcagio Peut tre aussi riche de mouvement in-
t6rieur qu'un chezo. c ;as s'attarder, ne pas ennuyer,
teinter liemotio do Qepudeur--ainsi Jehan J ai 'fnis-
sait-il l'1interprete id &l....

Une grande libert< sera non seulment tolere iais
de rigueur daris les pieces ilodiques dont l 'bition

de l'auteur Ctait YU'on retrouvtt e A les jount 1'aisance
sovuverwaine de I'iproisation. . . . On se contentera
dE souligner certeIn > pp>uis -p&ssgers, d'Ilanuir ic,

e Precipiter le, mai sans rompre jaais le fil du
pras6 de vittabEs ,rrtS . . .

Une absolue rigueur itron omvIue ne sera d nise
jues as certain es peces de c sractere m naroreen.. .

ILeurs, on tnucr le constt sou'ci dejouer VIF. 'im-
S1rer de l natue, penser longuemnt Ila ignifica-

tion rPtique ou zystique de L'oeuvre avant de Ixe' u-
ter, Ainerjou c le cractre du comoSiteurt
travers SIR lusiQUE, 01.3sont la des pinips alheureuse-
ent vagues ti 'ecessa.5es. surplus, Ies seuls val-

- v le.des u' dsexploits technique CAAst

u Anpuis - antffort Ce Pantrbu Que l'oeuvre de JEhLani
I D.ncon1iieSs iterp6rte c.

)f-OUh meter is designed So eting 112 stressing,

'lIinseek to m1iiize its importnc Ao far as posI

through 3his phrsings or through iunconv-ntiOna groupirg

wit hin-th meAul. . r is love of phrases comIoLed of ethcr

or E or less thni2 th convnthtio''sL tour m surs evident in

nrly every ,work.

j trecisetEro or 2a, lai usuoily ca es to thv tSr-

forme~ryet the core is not 'eft without sore indication as

to at e i sJ. .h isusUally i Jhis nTiCtvve ngug
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(Freinch) rattr than the accepted Italian, & praCtiCt risc ci-

lowed by other tw ntieth-cntury coposers. e would prefer

the performer to recapture t o 1Moo in which he composed: a

word or two at the beginning or i the course o thr coaposi-

tion he deeaed suf1icint; but, upoa occasion, he supplies an

epigraph at thE beining or at the endof F. coraosition to

iliutrut rather amood or a concept. The "right" tempo

must be chosen carefully and precisely. Since it is the gov-

ernor of dissonrnce as ell as coonance, it nust be so timed

that it causes the ear to overlook the harshness o &secondary

det ails and accept that dissonance as a "flavoring" in the

ass of sound.

anong the excerpts praented in th preceding Chapter one

nry find expes. of these features of Liain's style,

In considLerin. ai s conception of form" it is well

to bear in mind with ugo Leic1 tenatritt that

-orm yn music yay be conceived in two dite asoects.
First, in a general sense, a composition possesses form
when it is so constructed that it is consistent with
musical sensibility, containing neither a measure too
mc nor too ittle, hii in all its prts the rightbalance and th ri'ht syetry. In itssecond n s ore
special Sense, for ma.yn lna musical structure conform-
in to a particular traditional tym, suc> as iipe .
s1nt, a arch, atz, polonaise, rondo, sonata or fugue.

It is in the' irs sense efiwnd by Leichteltritt that in

*cfora. IEis oru an ck prLoidae cpla support for this

ugnt. Possibly DufourcQ ciws thinking of for in the second

Hugo Leichtrnt-itt, Iusical For, p.
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sense when he said of6lair: "eu iport la forme. I s'accO-

mode de toutes; ii en cre a pla 0sir." It is true tAt each

of Alaints rk -for the organ has an exquisite and ost care-

ully Constructed forn, of its oVa; it c is eually true that few

of "lain's conpositioins for tIe organ can be clasSied as

strictly within one of the traditional musical fors. The

oi-xl Jdtai s not setting of a Lutherar hym-tune

for xour voices in the harmonic contrapuntal sty Bc

,lain would not haveP s 8rotestant hym-tune anymore than

would sarr track, who wrote three "Chorals" for the organ.

tor does Alainl's Qprlud anrd urue" confori strictly to its

baroque prototype. l in's "suite is of the Miodern type *II

thich the tradtionAl schet a daOf nces is replaced by a free

succession of aovNeents of different chauract.t 7 G the

other hanc, or of his warkS on Ia >rg scale is made up of

the- "da ," hich were not conceive purely as pieces for

organ but rather to ba :]cc.OJLraDied by actual d aoing n rthe

stage a ithsuitbLe decor. The titles of tase are not naE:s

of baroue dances nor aven of contcmporcTry dances but are terms

de no ting t heoods their rhythm atrept to re-create: "joy,"

sorrot', or struggle. tla , it seems, looked itha cer-

tain disdain on the forms of the xst, and in their place

created new ones in which hE could find expresion. ost of

Dufourcq, 0 . .it, p. 242.

43illi ASel, "uite," Ha<rvard Dictijnary ow music .
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Alain's foris are *ne" 'but sho that "inner logicality" which

Carroll u. Pratt has found in the works of' other composers;

.ratt's observations tend further to justify Lain's point of

view:

;;ith the passage of' tie. . . those new 'orms 0 o art
vic succeed i iqv n pleasure to an ever-increasing

number o 0f people invariabl. tyrn yo to e the ones i
Which an inner Po>icaKity, at first concealed by un-
f amiliarity, may be discovered. Ilthough the arrange-

ait of the parts mcay be very complx, often anomalous
n even bizarre, certainly novel and unfamiliar, yet

they wre held together by sore principle ow' coherence,
so tht the inclusion of such or's under a - nrinIrle

of orgaIc unity is very ;enerally regarded a ju'st-
fiable extension of ancient aesthetic doctrine8

In te line of registration, lain supplies minute in-

structis aS to 'the particular stoPso <heants used. tost of

the coqositions are registered for a three-manual instrrumntt;

however, some of ithe ipler pieces not reQuirin changes can

be LAyed on 'n organ of salr construction. One difference

bet een iericaan nd rench organs isht be iointed out here:

w.il Jh -onorgens the-reat manual is located b.L.L'een

the 3wIl an taidlheh , 0on'ot e c rgan "oit is tic lowest of

the three mal, witI the Choir directly above it. 'Due

compensation Lor this difiF eence must ' b ade ehc1 li n's

works Lre ierformd on rmerica iwtrumvnt'.

or solo >sgos awain aea to iv a cpreference for

t>h reed. in tao it s A .e calls "so r th V x

LU'ani& uithut he' tre olo; to organis:)ts 0 ho are acciu stovied

Carrolt *. att4', The vea'nn ci' Mici '. 0.

60
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n to wst thin stoa withoutt th t tremolo, this direction may

s5e1 rather unusual. Tile reeds, o course, are Iso employed

oer is retired. hutatjons a mixtures Uain cdds to
cive further brillince. cThe ('"vi(&edl rpedfJ a;

0 1 -,r eiu 1rca

,,lin, mas already bpen discussed *iention m also be -made

of a rather frequent mployient of all three mwnus iultane-

ousy; thumbing" of1 &prt on a lower rm ma ais not un co mon.

6<uin must >ave haL uite a vivid imiination; this ana his

knoledpe of ti cuticnl effects of combination of colors

nd itches riked LrOkE7 ,dto p rovide registration that are

sI<Ingu1r heracterIst i.

- . <11 Hoodworth said o the iusic B& ch that

thr styl; of th jusio, tht Sum total of all the mcl-
ities inherent in it, <wThih c Wan be perceived only through
studies both historical, theoretical, and nIlytiC1,--

o st-l of4the musc, y sy nakcs impesiou doaands
upon the performer. * . .s

so m-y the sr e be said of a number of 'lain's organ works.

it the conclusion o? this study of' the oran vorks of

JLhan in the juestn aries as to 15ini's position in re-

l-tIon to the various schools" of composition. Is he ldlied

<i he school of inpressionism or neo-classici or p8ndia-

tonicism, or is he an individu who dawpon their tech-

niqiues only 1 enaver he ishes? On other page Dufourcq has

G.va :1ace 4iod orth, WThe Performance of Bach," Papers
ead I e-bn-bers of the niccr usicCl2iccl 4okciet, 1237,
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said that lain's compositions "do not resort to any system,

to eny school"; the examination of Alain's organ iorks con-

firs thins judgent. Gavoty has aaked:

lali est-il, coIoe la plupart de ses contemiporins, un
ils spirituel de FUre, Devbussy ou Ravel? En quality

d'organiste, procede-t-il de fierne, Duprl ou Tournemire?
1eut-on Lecomvparer aessiaen, Ionegger ou Poulenc? Je
n'apergois aucun lie, ie' ttnu. J"ehn est un superbe
isol6: lui cui n'aiait pas ue les autres le fussent,4A r - 1i a di Consentir ' etre seul--g6nie oliie.D

perhaps it may be visest then to state. mrely that he VWrote

new music," that kind which liarion Buer describes as "an at-

tem to escape th obvious, to Avoid time-worn combinations,

to elide the unnecessary, to allow he mind 'to supply ilied

detaiI, and to break down established boundaries not in a

spirit of revolt but of exploration." 1

Over the centuries the organ has been a constant source

of inspiration for musical composition; the effect of its

music herd in the reli i'ous atmosphere for which it was in-

tended has been iviortalized by Johnwlilton in these eqisite

lines:

Aith actique pillars massy proof
a und storied indoas richly diCht,
Costing e dim rligious Light;
There let ti pelinw Organ blow
To the full voiced nire below
Inr seirvo hight, no anthems clear

s nay, ruth sweetness, through mrine ear,
issolve me into ssi

.nd bring all leaven be ore Mine eyes.

-- I Penseroso (1633)

10 Gavoty, 1 * .i., uP 90. 11Bauer, 9. 2it., p. 12S.

, 1. , , , . I , ". -i- - , , - -- l 1 , 1, " . - -- - - . , - , -, - OW
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Th fo11owing 1ist of corpoditions for the organ by Jehan
Alain is taken from the catalogue ow comlete works as shown
by Bernard &_voty in his book, Jehn Alcin, .usicienF
peY 197 ft.

t pus Name and kind sit ation Publisher Dedication
- - - - loll t _4 -ti2-

Berccuse sur deux
notes qui cornent

Ballade en mode
prrygien (orgue
ou plano)

L-acuto (piano)

otlude pour

l'office des
cc'mpliesi

Variations sur
Lucis Crestor

Grave

Variations
chorale s ur
Sacris solumnis

Deux preludes
v iieo.er an.

b) Und jetzt.

Ohoral Dorien et
Chora ?hrygien

introduction,
variations, scherf
Zo Et choral

1929

1930

1932

1932

19 2 2

1933

1933

1934

1934

1942

1942

. Leduc

A. Leduc

L:94V_7 i. LeauR7

1942

1942

1942

1942

4. Leduc

Leduc

A.Leduc

. Leduc

rarele

A. Leduc

Pour ma grand'
mere

a 1adeleine
Payan

107

2

10

21

434

46

47
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-erart0of
COmpo'- ug

Opus ame nc kind sit ion catian Publisier dru _____ _Publishe Fedi catian

Le jardin suspen-
du

PrenesrG antai-
sise

Deux danses N

Agni 'Vavishtai

I limat
Petite piece

relude et fugue

Fant asmagorie1

Transcription de
2lopus 63 (Orgue
Saul)

DeuivtMe fantai-
sie

Variations sur un
theme de 0lsment

Jannequin

Litanies

Trois danses
a) JOies.
b) Deuls.
c) Luttes

anadiea

nra

%9 4

1934

193451934

1934

195

195

1937

1937

1937-
1938

1938

1939

1938
et

194'

51

52

. educ

Leduc

A. Leduc

,A. Leduc

A. Leduc

A. Leduc

A. Leduc

7. Leduc

A. Leduc

. Leduc

A. Leduc

Y. Leduc

A. Leduc

a m e.vain

a mon free
Olivier

a mon matre
Georges Caus-
sade

a mon cher
mettre marcel
Dupre

N
a mon ami
Pierre 15egond

a ie.Virginie
Jchildge-
Bianchii

SIle.olie
Pierront

1942

1942

1942

1942

1942

1938
et

1942

1938
et

1942

1942

1942

1942

56

58

62

63
bis

78

79

81

88

f I
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The bast frgments hv been used in the organpiece
it nia S , ap. 7 (Note of Orehn ;lain).* 1 i

4These dnces have been transcribed for two pisnos by
fivir lain (unpub.). The first performance of themAs

1v enIby xenevive Joy ana Jehn RIphele, April 28, 1944,
in the ilo tes Ariculteurs Qdrance. since. tien, they
Lave been orhe state d by iaYiond G1loj* s-tontbrun. The
artsafor tie orchetra belong to Radio-&iffusion fran;aise.*

These paragraphs in Gavoty's book wre in rench but are shown
here in translation.

The coLOsitial Lan ito (Op. 12) althou sown in tne
cats omue s a work or piano appears in th e ula'ion by
Leduc, LOeuvre d'Orgue iehan isii, a inmbr 6 of Volume

UpuS 66iS Intereazzo (deux pianos et basson) coaosed
ill 10935nc dedic-ted a ea cire & ptit iO ~ .t te-sour-)di .

Ti s ork does not have a publication date.

Upus 88, onae, k prac*Iy the transcript ion referred
to b s Gavoty in ris catalogue: 0P. 5 4: Suit e;'onlWiue (iano.

Le 2 mouveient ft': t ras crit par 1'caufeur pa oxyue ).
ThiuiteL w as COmDOSCd in 1V r 93rndpubished by H<relle in

191 . 5 t w dedic wtd to lme, fiain.



APPENDIX B

Contents of the three publications containing organ

works by Jehan Ai

DIL CHR01AS P0UR 07GUZ

(Paris: H. Horelle & Cie., 1938)

Pa. o

Choral Dorien 2

Choral Phrygftn 4

TRO3 PINEe34 POUR GRtND oRGUE

(Paris: Lphonse Leduc, 1939)

1. Vatritions sur un theme de 2 'ement Jannequin 1

2. Le Jardin iuspendu 6

3. Litanies 10

LOEUVRE d ORGUE dC"e 0JEHAN 'AaIN

(Paris: lphonse Leduc, 1942)

T0M I

I - Suite - Introduction et VariationsI
Scherzo 6
1Ahoral 11

II - Trois Danses - Joies 14
Deuils 21
Luttes 27

110
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I - Variations sur un theme de Cl ment Jnnequin 1

II - Le Jardin ucspendu 6

1I- Aria 10

IV - Deux Danses a zwni Vavishta 15

V - Prelude et fugue 20

VI - Intermezzo 24

VII - Litanies 31

I -l-r Prfludel1

I1 - 2 Prelude 4

III - Climat 6

IV - 1er antaisie7

V - 2 e antaisie 11

VIT - La mento 17

VII - Petite Ifee 19

VII - nodie 21

IX - Ber euse sur deux notes Qui cornent 22

- Basll&de e mode phrygin 23

II - Grve 25

XII - Variations sur Lucis Creator 26

III - Postlude pour l'o-fice de complies 30

IJ-sPage 21 du 8e Cahier de notes de Tehan A32n 62



LIt aI lain's organ compositions by title:

T title Opus Publ. Vol. Page

aria
Ballrde en oCMde phrygien
Bercuse sur deux notes qui cornent
0 1ima-t
Choral Dorien
Choral Phrygian

Choral, see ouite
D uils, see Trois DYnes

Deux DansesTT jni "n vista
Fantasi e, Itt'
F taisie, 2e
riw
Intermezzo

Introduction et Tariations,
see Suite

Jarain~~uspendu, Le

Joies, see Trois Danses
La-mentoLi vtais-Li t:fl*1e S

Luttes, see Trois Danses
Iinodie
Petite iece
1Postludie Pour lofc de complies
j;rtlude, 1er
Prlude,2e
PrludW et fugue

-herzo, see Suie
Suite: Introduction et Variations.

zicharzo
Ohoral

Trois DjCntPs

urons sur Lucis Cret-or
Variations su the~Usme dE:keirtentWi nneuin

93
10

2
53
47
47

52
51
73
32

63 bis

Leduc
Leduc
Leduc
Leduc
Herelle
Here lle

.Leduc
Leduc
Leduc
Leduc
Leduc

.11

II

IIIl

II
IIIl
1II1
IIIl
UI

30 Leduc II
50 " 3 ieces

12 Leduc
79 Leduc
79, "1 3

88 Leduc
5b Leduc
21 Lduc
46 Leduc
46 Leduc
58 Leduc

50 Leduc
50 ljeduc
50 Lduc
81 Leduc
21 Leduc

76 Leduc

III
II

Piee s

III
ILII

II

I
I
I
I

III

II 1
S A ieces

112

10
23
22
6
2
4

15
7

11
25
24

6
6

17
31
10

21
19
30

1
4
20

I
6

11
14
26

1
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APP NDIX P

Preface to the edition of plains piano vorks by Olivier
<Lain and jehanne Raphaele.

1 :faut citer ici dans son interalit l er,>:ce
rdig.ee par Qlivior aet JAnniras A lnten-
tion des lute es des oeuvres pianitiques de Jehan.
ais pas avant dfavoir signaled rue, iis a part Ut dbert

-t Olivier lain, pere et frere de ehan , qui sont <vi-
&rnent les d6positaires les plus directs de ctte tra-
dition, quelques amis de J>han la possecdent parfaitement:
o ant M s Jehne a Raphasle et nine 1ellot pour les
oeuvres de piano, Ille ioelie Pierront, Pe Denis-Poirier
et M. ierre e gond, cour les oeuvres Corgue. Cela dit,
voicile text de 18 preface:

ou ne saurions exprimer une oeuvre d'tun matre
smas y airYe participer notre tme uais cette particl-
pati

0 :rn e servira !a pensee du ialtre Que si elle vise
7 dgager, afaire jaillir I'l6mIent universal, prmanent,
de touted oeuvre dart veritable. C'es t ici que se pose
l question de 4Lty.

Le ceartere essentiel du style, de linter-pr
tion, des oeuvres de Jahan <lain est le, mobilli. Lui-
ciditie observait, dans sespiCes Cour piano specialetent,
un mouverent extreMement souple. Son interpretation, a
l'image de sa sensibilit, passait dune ex'ltation g6n-
ereuse du rythme et de la melodie a une retenue inspire
par la pudeur du sentiment et le respect du mystere in-
terieur.

'La grande IibertS rythmique de son style port du
reste surtout sur 1'expressivit6 mouvante de certain
rapports de durse, de tel enchanement; si lon pouvait
parler de rubsto R propose d'une oeuvre aussi peu t man-
6rse't, i wfaudrait dire que celui de Jehan Aailn, est un
rubato acthif.' Cest come un orgaie expressif qui con-
statment rane l la phrase musilcale ou le rythme lui-mCme
a une fidlIit plus exacte vis-a-vis du complexe d'&motions
au'ils traduisent. II '1exerce donc aussi bien dans le
senisde 'amplification et de la restriction, que dans le
sens de l'acc16ration et de la suspension. Cstt'cagent
v6rificaateur des 'intentions' de 'artiste. Urie indication
metronomique ne pourrAit qu'indiouer une limite ane pas
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depasser, dans tel ou tel sens. Q'est dire qu'une telle
musique ne saurait etre execute, sans gros riscues d'er-
reurs, qu'apres avoir pris connaissance de le 'tradition'
d'interprftation, cue possedent les amis ou parentsde
vcbA Alain dont les souvenirs sont abondants et precis.

tLX mouveynents sont souvent raoides du moins ils
le paraissent, par la souplesse, la vivacite des groupes.
Le jeu des rythmes mime les plus saccades s(voir TaIrass
Boulba, par exemple) est debord, viviti6 pr une impul-
sion chaleureuse don't ces rythmes ne sont que les instru-
ments.

'tette - usquc, uee au coeur d'un etre extrruement
sensible et divers, ne saurait etonner par sa diversite,
ses contrastes, qu'un public insuffisament trceptirf.tA
peine pourrait-on dire qu'une prGparation est ncessaire
pour comprendre ou fire comprendre l'alliance de telle
fantaisie pittoresque at de ttlle phrase d'une gravity
ystzrieuse.

'La g6nie de JEhan Alain a pour racine le don total
de soi-ime. Avec la vie interieure de son auteur il
rvejle des joies auasi enfntines, des reveries profonde-
meut concentrges, ou diluses deans I'impalpable, des souf-
frances dont vibrnt les centres nerveux, des exaltations
couquirantes au sas dNs oitrerics gui ne trompent per-
sonne, pat ms l'muteur narcuois lui n'a jamais somge S
tout placer suri emme plan.

jUne rac-ptivit't exceptionnlle est exig'e de lar-
tiste ui abordeces oeuvres, dont l a plupart ne sont pas
tres diff'ciles a jouer, 1cuiq-ue;e-t parlant. C'est la
vie me d'u IoLe, Aet d'un ho Le complete, fertile n
xCosions eblouissantes, en retrais subtils, u'il

s'ag-it de ressusciter. Plus qu'une indication technique,
cet avant-propos devrait tre une invitation b laisser
s t ouvrir leS portes les plus profonds du royaume des
joies et des douleurs, qu'eclairent souveNt les cris
frais be - unewesse et larc-en-ciel ra'lleur de la

c4.ntaisie.J

*Gavoty, op. cit., p 77 ff
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